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Abstract

The network function virtualization (NFV) paradigm uses commodity servers to implement “softwarized” networking capabilities and replace costly, proprietary hardware systems.
In particular a wide range of virtual network function (VNF) tasks can be implemented here,
including firewalls, load-balancers, encryption engines, address translation devices, domain
name servers, even routers and switches. NFV also enables a high-degree of service flexibility, allowing operators to interconnect multiple VNFs to build highly-customized service
function chain (SFC) sequences for their clients. As a result these related technologies are
gaining widespread traction in enterprise and cloud-based settings, offering unprecedented
service agility and cost effectiveness. Researchers have also investigated a wide range of VNF
placement and SFC provisioning strategies to achieve various operator and client objectives.
Nevertheless, most studies on VNF placement and SFC embedding have only considered
operation across larger cloud-based settings. These infrastructures are comprised of large
core datacenter sites with abundant storage and computational resources. However cloud
computing is not well-suited for highly time-sensitive real-time services and applications,
i.e., with tight delay and delay-jitter requirements. Localized contextual data support is
also quite problematic, e.g., for services such as weather or traffic. In addition, cloud-based
services also increase traffic demands across the network along with vulnerability to remote
failures and outages. It is here that edge/fog computing paradigms offer much promise by
placing smaller storage and computing pools closer to the end-users. These designs can
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provide much lower service delays, improved localized information support, and reduced
network bandwidth overheads. Hence there is a growing need to extend NFV provisioning
by fully leveraging fog-based infrastructures to properly support stringent end-user service
needs. This remains a largely open problem area today.
Overall provisioning NFV services over fog-based networks imposes some key differences
versus cloud-based operation. Most notably, fog nodes have orders magnitude less resources
and capabilities in terms of storage, computation, and bandwidth interconnectivity. As a
result resource constraints become a critical factor, along with service delays. To address
these challenges, this research dissertation presents a detailed investigation of SFC provisioning in NFV-enabled fog computing networks. Specifically, novel SFC mapping schemes
are developed for the fog domain by taking into account important client parameters, i.e.,
delay, bandwidth, node resources, and function dependency. Furthermore, several survivability provisions are also presented to improve the reliability of these methods, i.e., including
pre-fault protection and post-fault restoration methodologies. Overall these contributions
provide a solid base from which to leverage NFV technologies at the network edge.

vii

Chapter 1: Introduction

The focus of this thesis dissertation is to investigate the application of network function
virtualization (NFV) technologies in edge/fog computing network domains. This topic area
is of key importance to various end-user service scenarios today. Hence this introductory
chapter presents a high-level background and introduction to the problem space and then
identifies the key motivating factors for this research work. The major contributions of the
dissertation are also presented along with an outline.

1.1

Background
Network operators have traditionally used proprietary vendor-specific hardware and soft-

ware systems to build their physical networks and offer services to their end-user clients.
However these legacy setups exhibit a high degree of hardware-software dependency and
coupling, leading to a generalized lack of service flexibility and very costly and complex
upgrade cycles [1]. Given the increasing diversity of new networking services and the wideranging quality of service (QoS) requirements of many users, these legacy setups are proving
to be an immense challenge today.
In light of the above, network designers and standards associations have evolved a new set
of paradigms for both the network control and data planes in and effort to streamline network
design and operation. Most notably, the software-defined networking (SDN) concept was
introduced several years ago to help centralize (condense) the networking control plane into
a centralized controller entity. This transition decouples the network data and control planes
and greatly reduces the complexity of switching devices, i.e., as they no longer have to run
1

Figure 1.1: High level VNF architecture proposed by ETSI
complex distributed protocols and maintain relative state synchronization. Instead network
switches can be replaced by much simpler data-plane devices which receive their forwarding
rules through a northbound interface (to the SDN controller). Indeed, SDN eliminates the
dependency on vendor-proprietary network control/provisioning software and offers immense
potential for developing customized networking applications, e.g., for traffic engineering,
survivability, security, management, billing, etc. As a result this technology is seeing wide
scale traction and deployment in datacenter, enterprise, and even larger metro/wide-area
networking domains.
Meanwhile NFV paradigms have also been evolved to advance the data plane and reduce
dependency/cost on vendor-specialized hardware switching and routing platforms. The main
idea behind this approach is to separate physical layer devices from the network functions
(NF) that they run. Namely, software-based virtual network functions (VNF) can now be
defined as application instances running on commodity commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
servers. Some key examples here include functions such as firewalls, network address trans-
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lation (NAT) boxes, domain name service (DNS) servers, load-balancers, encryption engines,
even routers and switches, etc. Furthermore, multiple VNF instances can also be instantiated
and interconnected to build customized function sequences, thereby provisioning a wide range
of end-user client services, i.e., generally termed as service function chains (SFC). As such
NFV greatly lowers (even eliminates) the need for vendor-proprietary networking systems.
Furthermore VNF upgrades can also be done via software updates. Moreover client VNFs
can also be hosted beyond the enterprise in cloud-based datacenters offering unprecedented
scalability (economy of scale). Indeed such network “softwarization” is yielding immense
capital expenditure (CapEx) and operational expenditure (OpEX) savings [2].

1.2

Motivations
In light of the above developments, researchers have been investigating the use of SDN and

NFV paradigms to support modern network service demands. These efforts have ranged the
full spectrum, including provisioning algorithm design, testbed development, and even business case analyses. In particular, most NFV provisioning studies have focused on VNF mapping or SFC (chain) embedding algorithms in generalized cloud-based networks [3]. Many
of these problems are classified as NP-hard, and hence a range of heuristic and optimization
schemes have been tabled.
Now the distributed cloud services model offers immense scalability and consolidation,
eliminating the need for costly on-site hardware and maintenance. As a result most SFC
studies have assumed abundant resource scalability at datacenter nodes. Nevertheless cloudbased provisioning is generally problematic for time-sensitive (real-time) client services and
applications with tight delay and delay-jitter QoS requirements. Indeed most SFC embedding
studies do not consider end-user latency requirements or localized contextual information
needs. Moreover dispersed cloud-based infrastructures also increase traffic demands across
the network, along with vulnerability to remote failures and outages.
3

In light of the above, more refined edge/fog computing paradigms offer much promise
for NFV support [4],[5],[6]. Namely, fog computing is an evolution of cloud computing
that places smaller storage and computing pools closer to the user edge. The intent here
is to allow service providers to leverage these resources (with closer proximity to end-user
clients) to reduce service latency and also support more localized contextual information
needs. The latter capability is particularly relevant for mobile user services requiring access
to information on weather, traffic, peer locations, etc. Furthermore fog-based designs also
lower overall bandwidth usage requirements across the wider metro/core network.
However fog nodes have orders magnitude less resources than centralized cloud datacenters, i.e., in terms of storage, computation, and bandwidth interconnectivity with other
nodes. Hence resource constraints become a critical factor when trying to provision services in these environments. As a result many studies have looked at resource provisioning
in “hybrid” fog-cloud networks, e.g., including topics such as content placement, network
congestion, operational costs, network traffic engineering, and security, see studies in [7],[8].
Despite these contributions, the further study of NFV service provisioning in fog networks,
particularly SFC demands, has not been addressed in much detail. Indeed this is a relatively
new topic area with strong relevance to emerging service needs.

1.3

Problem Statement
To address the above challenges and concerns, this thesis focuses on the study of SFC

demand provisioning in fog computing networks. In particular there is a growing need to
develop new methodologies that take into account key end-user requirements for real-time
context-sensitive user services, i.e., including bandwidth throughput, end-to-end delay, and
function dependency (ordering). In addition these solutions must also incorporate critical
network operator concerns with regards to resource constraints and resource utilization.
Furthermore related solutions must provide rapid provisioning of incoming requests in a
4

scalable on-line manner in order to ensure practical real-world applicability. Finally, there is
critical need to improve the survivability of SFC demands across fog infrastructures, i.e., in
order to meet the service reliability needs of high-end users. Specifically a range of strategies
need to be investigated here for various fault scenarios, i.e., including pre-fault protection
strategies for single node/link faults and post-fault restoration methods.

1.4

Proposed Work and Contributions
In light of the above, this dissertation addresses the important emerging area of SFC

provisioning and survivability in fog networks. The main contributions of this work include
the following:
• Novel polynomial-time on-line heuristic algorithms for embedding SFC demands into
multi-layer fog infrastructures (including methods based upon delay and load minimization).
• New pre-fault SFC demand protection heuristics to improve service survivability in
fog-based infrastructures, i.e., by handling the most prevalent case of single node or
link failures.
• Novel post-fault SFC restoration schemes to further improve the resource efficiency of
SFC demand survivability in fog networks (including methods based upon end-to-end
and intermediate recovery).
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. First, Chapter 2 presents a detailed survey of
SFC provisioning for NFV with a focus on fog networks. Some NFV survivability methods are
also reviewed here. Next, Chapter 3 presents a novel heuristic framework for SFC embedding
in realistic two-layer fog infrastructures. Chapter 4 then addresses the critical topic of SFC
survivability in fog networks and augments the above solution to support pre-fault protection
5

of SFC demands (to overcome single node and link failures). Extending upon this, Chapter 5
considers complimentary post-fault SFC restoration strategies to achieve broader resiliency.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the key research findings of this dissertation and presents
overall conclusions and promising areas for future study. Additional appendices also provide
a glossary of acronyms and listings of all key variables used in this thesis.

6

Chapter 2: Literature Survey

Cloud computing relies on large datacenters to support a diverse range of computational
needs for end-user applications. Nevertheless despite its immense scalability, this paradigm
is not well-suited for delay-sensitive services owing to the increased latencies of remote cloud
computing sites. In response network designers have evolved more specialized fog computing
paradigms to support real-time and localized service needs. At the same time emerging
technologies such as NFV are also leveraging the cloud to redefine modern data network
designs. Namely, atomic networking device functionalities are now being implemented in
software, helping streamline service provisioning and limit the need for specialized hardware
systems. Hence there is significant potential to deploy NFV-based capabilities in the fog
computing domain.
In light of the above, this chapter presents a detailed look at these key technology spaces.
Foremost, the NFV architecture is reviewed, along with a survey of research studies on VNF
placement and SFC mapping. Subsequently the fog computing concept is detailed along with
a review of recent work on NFV provisioning within such domains, i.e., including survivability
schemes. Some key open problem areas are then identified (based upon these surveys) in
order to properly motivate this research effort.

2.1

NFV Architectural Overview
As noted in Section 1.1, the main idea behind NFV is to extract atomic networking

functions and implement them in software on commodity servers (typically located in enterprise or cloud datacenter environments). Termed as VNFs, these entities can either be run
7

Figure 2.1: High level VNFM architecture proposed by ETSI
in virtualized hypervisor or dockers environments to implement key functionalities such as
firewalling, DNS lookups, caching, load balancing, QoS support, etc. Overall, NFV delivers
tremendous service flexibility and scalability and allows operators to rapidly deploy new
services comprised of customized VNF sequences, termed as SFCs. Moreover VNF upgrades
can also be done by using simple software updates as opposed to slow and costly hardware
upgrades [2].
The standardization of NFV is being led by the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI), which published its first architectural specification in 2013. This standard
introduced the notion of a NFV infrastructure (NFVI) which includes all the hardware and
software components used for hosting VNF entities. Specifically the NFVI is segmented into
three layers, as shown in Figure 2.1 from [9]. In particular these are:
• Physical Layer (Layer I): This layer implements packet transmission and reception and
consists of hardware platforms interconnected by physical links, i.e., COTS servers,
networking switches and routers, and transmission links. These entities can be located
in larger core datacenters and/or edge and enterprise sites

8

• Intermediate Virtualization Layer (Layer II): This layer acts as bridge between the
physical and logical layers by mapping VNFs to underlying physical platforms. Namely,
Layer II consolidates VNF applications (Layer III) onto server machines running on
hardware server platforms (Layer I). This layer also leverages virtualization techniques
to decouple NF software from the hardware systems supporting computation, storage,
and networking functionalities (as opposed to dedicating devices to VNFs).
• Logical Layer (Layer III): This layer consists of various service functions and is controlled by a VNF manager (VNFM). The logical layer processes service function requests (SFRs) by assigning them to one or more service functions with various tasks and
capacities. Service chaining is also supported by combining several coexisting VNFs
to build a service. Namely chaining defines connectivity and execution sequences (dependency) between service functions via forwarding graphs. Note that VNF instances
do not need to be aware of virtualization environments or physical layer devices.
Overall NFV can implement a wide range of control and data plane functions across multiple networking technology domains, e.g., such as enterprise, datacenter, cellular, wireless
sensor, IoT, vehicular, etc. For example, some key enterprise-level functions can include
virtual firewalling, virtual routing and switching, address translation, load balancing, monitoring, billing, etc. Meanwhile, NFV-based solutions are also being considered for emerging
5G network architectures which define a functional decomposition between remote radio
head (RRH) and baseband unit (BBU) systems. Specifically, BBU functionalities can be
implemented via VNFs running at datacenter sites to support functions such as mobility
management, session and policy management, serving gateways (SGW), and packet data
network gateways (PGW). To date a wide range of technical studies have looked at NFV
provisioning concerns, and some of these are now detailed.

9

2.2

Survey of NFV Resource Provisioning
One of the main considerations in NFV provisioning is the placement of VNFs onto

physical infrastructures. Accordingly, researchers have investigated the problem of mapping,
or embedding, network functions over underlying datacenters where the key resources include
server memory, processing compute power, and link bandwidth. Now the VNF embedding
problem is NP-hard [10] and is of similar complexity to the virtual network embedding (VNE)
problem. Meanwhile a related but more challenging NFV problem is the embedding of service
chains, i.e., SFC provisioning problem. Namely a SFC consists of a sequenced interconnection
of multiple VNFs, typically mapped onto different datacenters, to deliver an end-to-end client
service. In general SFC provisioning is also classified as NP-hard [11] but is more complex
than VNE, i.e., since it requires both setup of a virtual infrastructure (NFVI) and embedding
of VNFs across nodes. In response researchers have proposed a range of SFC provisioning
solutions. Consider some further details here.
Overall SFC provisioning is a well-studied problem and involves two key steps, i.e., VNF
mapping and connection routing. Accordingly, most schemes can be classified as either static
or dynamic. Namely the former assume that the full set of incoming demands is known in
advance (a-priori) and proceed to map them in an off-line manner using optimization-based
methods. Meanwhile the latter assume that demands arrive in a random “on-demand” manner and use faster heuristics type methods. Although dynamic strategies are better suited for
real-world settings, these methods pose added challenges in terms of resource efficiency, i.e.,
since future demands are not known. Overall most SFC provisioning algorithms are designed
to achieve a particular provisioning objective. For example this can include minimizing certain quantities (such as resource utilization, deployment cost) or maximizing other quantities
(such as available resources, carried load, reliability, energy efficiency). Various studies are
now reviewed, and interested readers are also referred to surveys in [12],[13],[14],[15].
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The work in [16] proposes a resource allocation architecture for jointly solving the VNF
mapping and connection routing sub-problems. Here the authors implement initial resource
allocation followed by global resource re-allocation with the aim of minimizing energy consumption (while considering delay and server utilization). VNF placement is then formulated
as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem for smaller network sizes, and a series of
on-line and off-line (near-optimal) heuristics are also proposed for handling larger scenarios.
Overall findings show fast execution times with the latter schemes, i.e., sub-second ranges
for the scenarios tested. Meanwhile [17] investigates SFC provisioning and tables an ILP
optimization model for VNF placement across geographically-distributed clouds. This work
also tries to minimize response times and incorporates other constraints such as deployment
cost and energy consumption. Also, [18] looks at joint VNF placement and routing of services with traffic engineering constraints. Namely a detailed ILP model is presented along
with a greedy heuristic to maximize the number of satisfied VNFs, i.e., while minimizing
VNF setup and routing costs. Load balancing is also done by incorporating link capacity
constraints. Results show that both methods increase the number of satisfied VNFs without
overloading links.
Many studies have also looked at dynamic on-line SFC placement strategies. For example, [19] proposes a mixed ILP (MILP) formulation to perform VNF placement and path
routing of a single incoming demand. The objectives here are to reduce network delays and
lower resource utilization at nodes and links. Although the computational complexity of
the optimization model grows exponentially with the number of flows, this scheme can still
handle a notable number of demands since it performs incremental (on-line) provisioning.
Results also confirm adequate reduction in network link and node utilization. Meanwhile
[20] presents an on-line solution that tries to maximize the number of satisfied requests using
a competitive ratio. Namely this ratio is defined as the worst-case ratio between the cost
of the solution found by the algorithm and that of the optimal solution. Results indicate
11

that the proposed on-line algorithm is asymptotically optimal in case of deterministic and
randomized situations (lower bounds for an off-line approximation are also studied, and an
ILP formulation is presented to show that the problem is NP-complete). Additionally, [21]
proposes an on-line solution for SFC mapping and scheduling in which VNFs can share a
single VM. Several greedy algorithms are proposed based upon various criteria, e.g., VNF
processing times, available buffer sizes at nodes, etc. A competing local Tabu search (TS)
algorithm is also used to iteratively improve upon a randomized initial solution. Findings
show that the latter scheme gives slightly better results. Nevertheless this study does not
consider link delays and bandwidth availability on links. In other work, [22] presents an
on-line heuristic for dynamic provisioning and placement of multiple concurrent VNFs in
datacenters in smaller intra-campus settings. The objective here is to find a tradeoff between the requested number of instances of each VNF to provision and their deployment
and operational costs. Accordingly two solutions are proposed, i.e., for single and multiple
SFCs. In the former a randomized algorithm is presented to achieve a competitive ratio by
taking into account available server resources and current traffic rates. Meanwhile a minimal weight matching algorithm is used in the latter scheme to minimize deployment cost by
avoiding frequent VNF deployment at datacenters.
Various studies have also looked at network latency and delay in SFC provisioning for
time-sensitive services. For example [23] uses real-world measurements to incorporate network latency for VNF placement. The goal here is to minimize delay and required lead
times for allocating VNFs to a VM (versus simply mapping to hosts based upon available
resources). Results confirm reduced delays (versus some best-fit and first-fit heuristics) as
well as reduced VNF lead times. The authors in [24] also detail a dynamic VNF placement
heuristic that accounts for network capacity and tries to reduce response times for SFC requests. However this work only considers transmission delays, which tend to dominate in
larger core clouds or multi-cloud settings, i.e., and not other queuing and processing delays.
12

Another delay-aware heuristic is also outlined in [25] for VNF placement in large infrastructures with static demands. The goal here is to minimize the number of mapped VNF
instances in order to ensure that end-to-end SFC latency constraints are met. Note that
end-to-end delay is considered as the sum of all path delays and processing times, including
link transmission delays and VNF processing delays. Finally, [26] studies VNF placement for
different applications with a focus on end-to-end delay guarantees. Namely, a mixed-integer
quadratically constrained program (MIQCP) formulation is developed to model the linear
dependency between the amount of resources allocated to a VNF and its processing delay.
However this work lacks scalability as it only treats a small number of demands.

Figure 2.2: Hypervisor versus container-based virtualization
Other studies have also looked at dynamic SFC provisioning. For example [27] outlines a
VNF dependency-based SFC routing and mapping scheme. Namely container-based environments are leveraged to improve utilization and lower cost, Figure 2.2 from [27]. The scheme
performs batch SFC mapping of demands with functional dependencies between VNFs and
uses shortest path routing to reduce SFC delays. Overall results show improved performance
over VM hypervisor-based mappings. Additionally [28] also demonstrates SFC orchestration
in SDN-controlled environments, i.e., including dynamic VNF selection and intent-based
13

traffic steering. Namely SFC requests (with differing bandwidth and latency requirements)
are send to a chain optimizer module which runs a CPLEX solver to compute mappings to
minimize end-to-end latency. These results are then sent for instantiation over a set of cloud
domains. Finally researchers have also studied “dynamic” SFC chains where VNF sequences
can vary with time, e.g., to support potential scenarios such as video streaming, autonomous
vehicle applications, etc [29]. Clearly these types of SFC demands pose even more challenges
for service providers trying to optimize network resource allocation.
Overall most of the above NFV studies assume that VNFs will be hosted in cloud-based
server environments. As noted earlier, the distributed cloud model offers immense scalability and consolidation, eliminating the need for costly on-site hardware and maintenance.
Accordingly nearly all SFC schemes assume abundant resource capacities at underlying datacenter nodes. Despite these saliencies, cloud-based NFV architectures are problematic for
real-time end-user services and applications with tight delay and delay-jitter requirements.
In general most SFC studies do not consider end-user latency requirements or localized
contextual information needs when performing SFC embedding. Moreover highly-dispersed
cloud infrastructures will also increase the likelihood of service vulnerability to distant failure and outage events. It is here that modified fog computing paradigms [30] offer much
promise, as discussed next.

2.3

Overview of Fog Computing
Edge computing is a distributed networking paradigm which hosts smaller computation

and storage pools at multiple dispersed edge locations [5]. By and large this concept is a
non-trivial extension of the cloud, and hence researchers have proposed further variants such
as fog computing [6] and virtual cloudlets [31]. In particular fog computing was originally
proposed by Cisco [4] to address the shortcomings of cloud-based architectures, mainly delayrelated QoS requirements [32]. This paradigm is ideal for handling a larger number of edge
14

Figure 2.3: Conventional hierarchical three-layer fog computing architecture
devices with limited energy resources, e.g., such as sensors and smartphones. Fog computing
is also very suitable for more localized application support as well as IoT application scenarios
with a large number of sensor nodes.
To date, several reference architectures have been proposed for fog computing. Most of
these designs assume a three-layer hierarchical setup, termed as the conventional architecture,
as shown in Figure 2.3 [33]. In particular, this architecture consists of the following layers:
• Terminal layer: This layer is the closest to the end-users and consists of terminal
devices such as mobile phones, sensors, smart vehicles, and specialized IoT devices. In
general these devices are geographically distributed and responsible for sensing data
(about physical objects or events) and transmitting this information to upper layers
for further processing and storage [34]. Terminal layer devices can also be connected
to one or more fog nodes through various types of wireless access networks, e.g., such
as cellular, wireless local area, wireless personal networks (ZigBee), etc.
• Fog computing layer: This layer serves as an intermediary layer between terminals
and large cloud datacenters and consists of multiple fog nodes. These nodes have
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Figure 2.4: Hybrid fog-cloud architecture with fog nodes and fog cluster heads
much smaller resources pools than cloud (or enterprise) datacenters and are also interconnected through intermediate networking devices, e.g., such as routers, gateways,
switches, access points, base stations, etc. Hence terminal devices communicate and
connect with fog nodes to obtain services (such as computing, storage, and data transmission). Fog nodes also use IP routing infrastructures to interconnect/integrate with
larger cloud datacenters offering more scalable services support. Now in the generalized
case, fog nodes can also be static or mobile [35].
• Cloud layer: This layer is composed of large datacenter sites hosting massive numbers
of high-end storage and compute servers. These sites can be further interconnected
via high-bandwidth routing networks and network virtualization software to provide
seamless fabrics. Overall the cloud layer provides extensive computational scalability
and long-term data storage capabilities. As a result many different end-user services
and applications have already migrated to the cloud in recent years.
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Leveraging from the above, others have also proposed some modified four-layer fog-cloud
architectures by adding more selectivity at the fog layer. For example, Figure 2.4 from [36]
shows a sample architecture with two fog-based layers. Namely regular fog nodes (on the
lower layer) interface with terminals in Layer I and are designed to support VNF demands
with lower processing requirements. Meanwhile larger fog cluster heads (on the upper layer)
support higher capacity VNF processing needs and also interface with cloud datacenters.
Further alternative fog models have also been proposed. For example, [37] outlines a
detailed “top-to-bottom” layered design comprising of six layers, Figure 2.5. At the lowest
level, the physical and virtualization layer is composed of physical terminals and virtual
nodes. Above this a monitoring layer is defined to handle requested tasks/functions and
monitor energy consumption. Meanwhile the pre-processing layer manages data management related tasks (such as analysis, filtering, reconstruction, and trimming). Overlying
the pre-processing layer is a temporary storage layer which hosts data for limited time intervals for the purposes of distribution, replication, and re-duplication. A security layer is
also defined to perform critical functions such as data encryption/decryption, privacy, and
integrity checking. Finally, the highest transport layer is responsible for sending data to the
cloud. Another specialized fog computing architecture is also outlined in [38], as per Figure
2.6. This framework is designed for smart cities (with a large numbers of infrastructure
components and services) and specifies four layers, i.e., physical sensors, upper and lower
fog layers, and cloud. Specifically lower fog layer nodes receive raw data from the physical
sensors, whereas upper fog layer nodes provide intermediate computation. Overall this four
layer fog architecture can provide rapid response times at the neighborhood, community,
and city-wide levels.
In general fog computing offers a wide range of benefits including:
• Reduced service delays: Processing user services locally at edge nodes, instead of at
core datacenters, can greatly lower round-trip times for time-sensitive applications.
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Figure 2.5: Layered fog computing architecture
Some sample edge processing tasks can include computation, data storage, request
redundancy removal, etc. For example high-demand content can be pre-fetched and
cached at fog nodes.
• Improved bandwidth efficiency: Since fewer computations are relayed to the cloud,
fog computing also lowers the amount of traffic (and resource utilization) across larger
metro and wide-area core networks. This reduction is a key advantage as traffic volumes
continue to scale over time.
• Lower energy/power consumption: Reduced data transfer across large network domains
also yields sizeable energy savings. This reduction enhances the migration to green
networks and notably lowers operational costs. Accordingly some studies indicate 40%
lower energy consumption versus traditional cloud setups [39].
• Increased reliability: Service reliability can be modeled as inversely proportional to the
number of systems utilized. Given the closer proximity of fog nodes to end-users, associated traffic flows will now traverse much fewer links, switches/routers, and processing
nodes. Hence fog-based service reliability will generally be higher.
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Figure 2.6: The 4-layer fog computing architecture for smart cities
• Improved coverage and mobility support: Proper deployment of fog nodes at strategic
locations can help improve service quality for mobile end-users, e.g., along highways
and roadways, on cellular base stations, on museum floors, in subway stations or other
points of interest, etc. In particular user response times can be greatly reduced for
highly-mobile terminals on moving platforms. Furthermore fog node themselves can
also be mobile or static.
• Location awareness: Location tracking (either active or passive) can be used to provide
a high degree of localized contextual information. Indeed this data is vital for certain
end-user services and applications, e.g., such as weather or vehicular traffic mapping.
Many IoT applications are also dependent on localized data [34].
• Traffic aggregation: In certain use case scenarios, correlated sets of data from a group
of end-users can be processed by a reduced number of fog nodes. Similarly cloud
datacenters can also forward highly-correlated traffic to specific fog nodes for localized
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processing and distribution. This aggregation helps reduce the volume and routes of
data flow across the network [40],[41].
• IoT applications support: IoT deployments continue to grow across a wide range of
sectors. As are result distributed location-aware fog architectures are being used to
manage large numbers of sensors generating constant data streams (which are difficult
to transfer to centralized cloud sites). Some typical application scenarios here include
environmental monitoring, power grid management, water treatment, and automatic
traffic management, etc [42].
• Improved security: Fog nodes can also enhance the overall security posture of service providers. Namely multiple dispersed nodes provide more sites for implementing
critical distributed security functions, e.g., such as access control, encryption, intrusion detection/protection, etc. Fog setups can also lower the risks associated with
system-wide upgrades as compared to traditional setups using complex/slower overthe-air (OTA) firmware updates. Instead one only needs to update the algorithms or
micro-applications running on fog servers [35].
Despite the above saliencies, fog nodes generally have (orders magnitude) less storage,
computing, and bandwidth resources as compared to cloud datacenters. Hence resource
constraints become a critical factor when provisioning services in these environments. As a
result network designers have also proposed hybrid fog-cloud architectures to leverage the
benefits of both paradigms. In particular a range of research problems have been studied
here, including content placement, network congestion and traffic engineering, and security,
see studies in [7],[8].
However the increasing prevalence of network softwarization and virtualization paradigms
is facilitating new capabilities in the fog. Specifically SFC enables rapid provisioning of
customized delay- and context-sensitive services at much lower price points. Nevertheless
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the re-application of existing cloud-based SFC provisioning algorithms (Section 2.2) in the
fog domain is problematic for several key reasons. Foremost, the assumption of abundant
resource pools does not hold for constrained fog nodes. The lack of latency parameters in
most SFC provisioning algorithms also limits their ability to leverage the tiered nature of fogbased setups for delay-sensitive users. As a result recent studies have started to investigate
more specialized SFC provisioning algorithms for the fog domain. This is a relatively new
area and a few related works are surveyed here, see also Table 2.1.

2.4

Survey of NFV Provisioning in Fog Computing
Researchers are starting to introduce NFV-based concepts in the fog domain. For exam-

ple, an earlier study in [43] proposes a platform as-a-service (PaaS) architecture to support
applications in hybrid cloud-fog settings. However this effort only considers a single VNF
type and does not implement VNF placement in the fog layer. Meanwhile the authors in
[44] study healthcare IoT application support across components spanning the cloud and fog
domains. Nevertheless this work only focuses on mechanisms for control, signaling, and data
interfaces between the cloud and fog domains, i.e., and not detailed provisioning algorithms.
A more detailed study on resource provisioning for IoT applications in the fog is presented
in [45]. Here the authors develop an optimization model that takes into account applications
response times, application deadline violations, and resource heterogeneity. This work also
applies the concept of fog colonies with micro-datacenters composed of an arbitrary number
of fog nodes, i.e., to decentralize processing network overheads and multi-cloud deployment
costs. The formulation is solved using greedy first-fit heuristic and genetic algorithms to
show reduced communication delays and improved resource utilization. Also, [46] details
two greedy heuristics to efficiently map application services to fog nodes and minimize cost.
The first scheme prioritizes the deployment of high-demand services on fog nodes and releases
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low-demand services, whereas the second scheme focuses on increasing revenue. However this
work only considers a single arriving request and lacks provisions for SFC demands.
Furthermore the work in [47] studies application component placement in NFV-enabled
hybrid fog-cloud setups. Here VNF placement is done using an ILP model, and the scheme
is evaluated for smaller networks to achieve cost minimization. However this work only considers a single VNF type. By contrast [48] presents a multi-layer fog and cloud architecture
for video streaming applications. This study analyzes three fog layers, i.e., classified based
upon their coverage, computational and storage capacity. However this work does not address SFC demand provisioning. Additional work in [49] presents an optimization model
for fog-based VNF placement for IoT applications. This solution considers heterogeneous
QoS requirements, and a heuristic scheme is also proposed to lower delay and improve utilization. However this work does not account for node delays for processing and queuing.
The work in [50] also proposes a delay-aware SFC provisioning solution for multi-layer fog
networks. Namely greedy heuristics are developed to implement various operator or client
provisioning objectives, e.g., such as delay, cost, or load minimization. Findings show that
load minimization gives the highest carried load. Similarly, [51] presents another solution
for SFC provisioning in fog networks. Here a modified Tabu search is proposed for VNF
mapping along with shortest path routing for service chain connections (taking into account
delay and load balancing efficiency). Results show reduced delays and energy consumption
versus cloud-based SFC mappings. Finally [52] tables a combined SDN and fog architecture
to provide more scalable and flexible solutions for vehicular adhoc network (VANET) with
delay-sensitive and location-awareness services.
Researchers have also proposed the integration of NFV (and SDN) concepts with fog infrastructures for next-generation 5G wireless networks. For example [53],[54] address service
chaining in hybrid fog-cloud setups and focus on higher-level architectural issues relating
to virtualization and security. However these frameworks assume abundant resources at
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the (single) fog tier and do not address delay-sensitive applications needs. Other work in
[55] a user-centric scheme to split VNF demands between BBU and RRH nodes nodes in
emerging 5G cloud-based radio access network (RAN) environments. Namely this scheme
leverages fronthaul capabilities and computational resources to ensure efficient baseband
function placement for each user in terms of throughput. Baseband processing chains are
also treated as composite VNF entities. Hence by partially centralizing the BBU, bandwidth
and latency requirements can be relaxed and fronthaul costs reduced. Meanwhile [56] also
integrates NFV with fog access points (F-AP) to improve handovers in 5G networks. Namely
this solution leverages edge caching and virtualization at F-AP nodes to reduce handover
signaling costs/overheads. Similarly the work in [57] develops a centralized BBU pool for
VNF placement to accommodate stringent delay constraints. Namely a graph-based clustering approach is used to split/place baseband VNFs, along with a genetic algorithm scheme
to reduce fronthaul costs.

2.5

Survivability Design for NFV
Most networks operators have relied upon a range of “overbuild” protection strategies to

provide very high-grade “telco-level” guarantees for their legacy services, e.g., such as leased
lines. However as more operators start to deploy NFV-based infrastructures, these stringent
requirements are also starting to emerge for SFC-based services. As a result there is now
a growing body of research on failure recovery in NFV infrastructures, and some of these
contributions are surveyed.
The authors in [58] discuss generalized NFV architectures for failure recovery to improve end-to-end service resiliency. The focus here is on single node or link failures, and
the work discusses the merits of resilience at the physical or virtual layers, i.e., in terms
of network setup costs and failure coverage. A more detailed reliability-aware routing optimization framework for NFV is also proposed in [59]. Specifically a MILP formulation is
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used to implement VNF placement and limit end-to-end delays and maximize the reliability
of supported NFs. Node failures are also handled by provisioning backup VNFs on alternate
paths. However findings show a direct tradeoff between reliability and bandwidth usage (and
computational complexity). Meanwhile [60] presents an availability-aware SFC placement
scheme using a redundancy sharing mechanism that leverages VNF multi-tenancy to increase
network utilization. However this approach suffers from increased resource utilization, cost,
and energy consumption. A proactive strategy for node failure recovery is also proposed in
[61] by using backup paths with distinct priorities, thereby precluding post-fault coordination. Once a failure occurs, recovery is done locally by the switch attached to the failed
link with minimal delay. As expected this strategy lacks SFC-level selectivity and mandates
link-level redundancy, leading to increased cost and reduced network capacity.
The authors in [62] propose a shared path protection scheme for single link or node
failures. Sharing is also used to reduce the amount of backup resources required (versus
dedicated protection). Furthermore only storage units are replicated at the backup nodes,
whereas processing units are instantiated only after a failure. However this scheme suffers from high duplication overheads for larger networks and lacks delay and cost models.
Meanwhile [63] proposes a SFC routing and VNF deployment scheme for simultaneous and
multiple VNF failures. This solution tries to minimize computing and resource costs by using
k-node disjoint shortest paths, along with set-cover techniques for mapping. Nevertheless,
the scheme is only analyzed for a limited number of VNF failures and does not incorporate
SFC delay bounds. The work in [64] also proposes a shared protection reliability enhancement scheme to reduce the cost of redundant VNFs. The reliability problem is formulated
as a MILP optimization to compute the optimal reliability that can be achieved at minimum
cost. Reliability-aware and minimum-cost genetic algorithms are proposed to address computational complexity concerns with the MILP model. However this work only treats node
failures (not link failures) and lacks restoration mechanisms. A decision tree approach for
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VNF recovery from link failures is also proposed in [65]. Namely a Monte-Carlo tree search
is used to select reliable links in a preventive manner and re-map the failed links in a reactive
manner. However this work does not consider node failures and only looks at VNF recovery,
i.e., not SFC dependency. Meanwhile a reliability-aware routing and resource sharing scheme
for NFV service chains is proposed in [66]. This solution uses an ILP model to incorporate
reliability constraints and also presents a more scalable (sub-optimal) greedy shortest pathbased heuristic scheme. The work in [67] focuses on backup resource allocation for resiliency
from node and link failures. Namely a heuristic algorithm is presented for survivable VNF
chain placement, where redundant communication paths (between VNF instances) are allocated for fallback in case of a failure along the primary path. VNF migration is also done in
case of node failures, i.e., onto nodes with sufficient processing capacities.
The notion of a shared risk link group (SLRG) was introduced earlier to define a-priori
fault regions in large backbone networks. Namely an SRLG represents a set of network entities (nodes, links) with similar risk vulnerabilities. Leveraging this concept [68] proposes a
path-based protection scheme to implement globalized re-routing of all requests after a failure event. The objective here is to minimize overall bandwidth usage. However results show
overly extended routes with much longer delays and costs. In a similar theme [69] studies
survivable NFV provisioning for large-scale disaster scenarios. First, a probabilistic SRLG
model is used to define random multi-failure risk regions. Resilient NFV provisioning is then
done using an ILP optimization approach to achieve a weighted tradeoff between various objectives, i.e., including resource usage minimization, routing cost minimization, and failure
risk minimization. A sub-optimal greedy heuristic is also proposed for handling large-scale
networks. Extending upon this, [70] proposes a genetic algorithm (meta-heuristic) for riskaware VNF mapping and traffic routing that tries to improve the reliability of user services
and/or reduce deployment and routing costs. However this work focuses on preventative
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methods and does not provision any backup protection resources (or incorporate end-to-end
SFC delay bounds).
Finally the authors in [71] use diversity coding techniques to achieve link and node failure
recovery in NFV-based 5G and beyond networks. In contrast to conventional link recovery
methods, this approach offers near-instantaneous recovery without added re-transmission
overheads. Furthermore the scheme also provides significant reduction in routing and capacity costs, i.e., reduced number of redundant links and increased carried demand. Similarly
the work in [72] also combines diversity and network coding techniques in NFV networks
to implement rapid self-recovery without any connection re-routing. A self-recovery scheme
for service function paths is also proposed in [73]. Specifically this approach recovers failed
paths by using data plane signaling to temporarily shift the responsibility of affected service
function (VNF) instances to another locations. Special service function forwarding nodes
are also designated here to manage various cases of failed instances. However this solution
can yield prolonged signaling and response times.

2.6

Survivability Considerations for Fog Computing
A handful of studies have also investigated survivability in fog computing infrastructures.

For example [74] studies failure recovery of SFC demands in SDN-controlled fog computing
networks. An ILP optimization failure re-routing model is proposed, taking into account reliability, utilization, and energy consumption constraints. A near-optimal polynomial heuristic
is also designed to resolve run-time complexity concerns. Similarly the work in [75] presents
another fault prevention and recovery scheme for SFC traffic in SDN-based fog networks.
This efforts starts by introducing a multi-tier fog architecture comprised of fog nodes and
SDN-controlled switches. An optimization formulation is then developed to jointly improve
reliability and reduce the costs of flow re-routing and energy consumption. A fast heuristic is
then proposed to improve the reliability of selected paths, while minimizing network conges26

tion. However this study does not incorporate some key SFC QoS requirements, particularly
delay bounds. Similarly [76] presents another heuristic scheme for failure-aware SFC support
in SDN-based networks. The work considers computational complexity, average probability
of path failure, and link and server utilization levels. Meanwhile a multi-layer proactive
fail-over management architecture for NFV services is also introduced in [77]. Foremost, a
NFVI software layer is defined with master and backup VNF instances. The former handle
specific NFV services, whereas the latter store real-time standby images of corresponding
master VNFs. This layer also maintains current state between these two instances when traffic is flowing. Additionally a NFVI middleware layer is introduced for managing hardware
parameters and VNF workloads. Finally a proactive fail-over management layer is specified
for failure prediction. Specifically this layer uses vector machine learning and random forest
algorithms to predict failures and implement proactive fail-overs.
Others have also looked at broader methodologies for improving overall resiliency in
fog computing domains, i.e., albeit not specifically for NFV-based services. For example
[78] presents a tree-based fault-tolerant approach for fog nodes using replication and nonreplication techniques. The former method uses multiple fog nodes to serve the same request,
whereas the latter uses different fog nodes to replace faulty nodes. For example data from
a failing node is sent to its parent node in the non-replication case. However the proposed
scheme is limited to node failures, and the tree-based mechanism can give increased load at
parents nodes (higher network congestion and delays). Additionally the work in [79] develops
a four-step protocol to manage fog node failures. This solution uses a check-pointing method
to store service state information. This data is then analyzed to see if a potential failure can
occur and appropriate preventative decisions are taken. In case of failure, the protocol also
notifies all dependent entities to perform reconfiguration and recovery actions. Similarly [80]
introduces various fault-tolerant scheduling methods for hybrid fog-cloud networks. These
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schemes build upon existing cloud-based designs by mapping time-sensitive services to the fog
layer using a variety of techniques (such as replication, check-pointing, and re-submission).
Additionally work in [81] proposes proactive and reactive strategies for failure recovery of
networking elements in hybrid fog-cloud infrastructures. Namely a multi-dimensional knapsack problem model is used to determine the impact on key performance parameters such as
service allocation times, recovery delays, and computing resources loads. Now the proactive
strategy pre-allocates recovery resources for each primary resource allocation, whereas the
reactive strategy only allocates resources after a failure occurs. Recovery resources can also
be selected/identified prior to a failure in the latter approach. Nevertheless this solution does
not consider link failures and limits protection resources to the same layer for each node, i.e.,
horizontally. Another failure recovery strategy is also presented in [82] for overloaded or broken mobile edge computing nodes based upon workload offloading to neighboring resources.
However the availability of neighboring resources is not guaranteed by the protection strategy, and this solution only considers a small number of nodes. Additionally [83] and [84]
present various techniques that leverage fog-based architectures to improve resiliency over
cloud computing setups. Finally [85] outlines a mechanism to enhance the reliability of data
transfers in fog-based healthcare networks by using directed diffusion and limited flooding
techniques.

2.7

Open Problems and Challenges
In summary, fog computing presents an ideal framework from which to deploy NFV-based

services to improve support for delay- and context-sensitive user applications. However there
is a dearth of work in this topic area as most SFC embedding studies have focused on larger
cloud computing networks and lack critical provisions for resource constraints or end-to-end
delays. In light of the above, a range of solutions need to be developed for the fog domain.
Foremost there is a need for specialized, scalable SFC embedding algorithms that take into
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account key end-user requirements for delay- and context-sensitive support, i.e., including bandwidth throughput, end-to-end delay, and function dependency. Given the reduced
size/scale of fog nodes, operator concerns relating to resource constraints and utilization also
need to be addressed here. Finally there is a need to design effective survivability schemes
for fog-based SFC services in order to meet the reliability needs of high-end users. Specifically several strategies need to be investigated here, including pre- and post-fault recovery
mechanisms. Overall these many challenges motivate this research dissertation effort.
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Table 2.1: Regular (non-survivability) service demands

Cloud

Fog

Ref

Preventive Proactive

[58]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[62]
[63]
[64]
[65]
[66]
[67]
[68]
[69]
[70]
[71]
[72]
[73]
[74]
[75]
[76]
[77]
[78]
[79]
[80]
[81]
[82]
[83]
[84]
[85]

8
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
8
8
3
3
8
3
8
3
3
8
3
8
3
8
3
3
8
8
3

3
3
8
8
8
8
8
3
3
3
3
8
8
3
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Tolerance
(Redundancy,
Replication)
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
8
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
3

Node
Failure

Link
Failure

Single
Failure

Multi
Failure

3
3
3
8
3
3
3
8
3
3
8
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
8
8
3
3
8
8
3
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
3
8
8
3
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
8
3
8
8
3
8
3
8
3
8
3
3
3
8
8
3
3
3
8
8
3
3
8
3
3
3
3
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Table 2.2: Survivability service demands

Cloud

Fog

Ref

NFV SFC

[58]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[62]
[63]
[64]
[65]
[66]
[67]
[68]
[69]
[70]
[71]
[72]
[73]
[74]
[75]
[76]
[77]
[78]
[79]
[80]
[81]
[82]
[83]
[84]
[85]

8
3
3
8
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

8
3
3
8
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
8
8
8
3
3
3
3
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Delay
Bound
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
3
8
8
8
8
8

Lifetime Prop
delay
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
8

Queue
delay
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
8
8
8
8

Proc
delay
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
8
8
3
8
8
3
3
3
3
8
8
3
3
8
8
3
3

Trans
delay
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
8
3
3
3
3
8
8
3
3
8
8
3
8

Network
Resources
8
3
3
8
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
8
3
3
3
8
8
8
8
3
3
8
8
3

Energy Cost
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

3
8
8
8
8
3
3
8
3
8
8
3
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
3
8
8
8
8
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Table 2.3: Survivability requirements and initiative
Ref

cloud

fog

[58]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[62]
[63]
[64]
[65]
[66]
[67]
[68]
[69]
[70]
[71]
[72]
[73]
[74]
[75]
[76]
[77]
[78]
[79]
[80]
[81]
[82]
[83]
[84]
[85]

Redundancy Protection Scalability Decentralization SelfHealing
3
8
3
3
8
3
3
3
8
8
3
3
3
3
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
3
8
3
3
3
3
8
3
3
8
3
8
3
8
8
3
8
3
3
3
3
8
3
3
3
3
8
3
3
3
8
8
8
8
3
3
8
8
8
3
3
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
8
3
8
8
8
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
3
8
8
3
3
8
3
3
3
3
8
8
3
8
3
3
8
8
8
3
8
8
3
8
3
8
8
3
3
3
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
3
3
3
3
8
8
3
3
8
8
3
3
3
3

SelfDiagnose
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
3
3
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
3

Recovery
Time
8
3
3
3
8
8
3
3
3
8
3
3
3
3
8
3
8
3
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Chapter 3: SFC Provisioning in Fog-Cloud Networks

As detailed in Section 2.7, provisioning VNF service chains across fog networks is a topic
of growing interest with relatively little contributions to date. Particularly, what is needed
are new SFC embedding methodologies that take into account key requirements, both from
the network operator and end-user client sides. Specifically the former include the specifics of
fog-based architectures and their associated resource constraints, whereas the latter include
important service and QoS parameters. Furthermore the proposed solutions should also
be scalable and adaptable to realistic operation settings where demands can either arrive
individually (in an on-line manner) or in larger batch sets.
To address these challenges this chapter details a multi-layer architecture for hybrid fogcloud networks along with a comprehensive SFC demand model that takes into account
both end-user bandwidth and delay requirements. Subsequently a novel on-line solution
framework is proposed to provision incoming requests in an on-line manner. Specifically two
polynomial-time heuristic algorithms are introduced that account for end-user client and
operator provisioning concerns, i.e., including methods to minimize delay and load. In addition input SFC demand sorting strategies are also presented to improve provisioning success
across a larger batch of incoming demands. Detailed simulation results are then presented
and discussed to evaluate the relative performance of the proposed fog SFC mapping and
demand sorting strategies.
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3.1

Architecture and Notation Overview
Fog computing infrastructures typically consist of multiple layers, as per [35],[48],[50].

Accordingly a generalized multi-layer fog setup is assumed here, as shown in Figure 3.1, and
includes the following entities:
• Layer 1 (Terminals): Client terminals including mobile phones, laptops, vehicles, and
IoT sensors. End user clients request processing and storage services from the fog
network by sourcing SFC requests.
• Layer 2 (Primary Fog): Lower fog layer comprising of smaller resource-constrained
nodes connecting to client terminals. Each primary fog node manages a footprint with
a set of terminals and also interconnects with its peers.
• Layer 3 (Secondary Fog): Upper fog layer with higher capacity nodes (than Layer
2). Each secondary fog node manages a “cluster” of smaller primary fog nodes and
interconnects with its peers. Although the geographic separation between secondary
fog nodes is larger, these nodes can still support some delay-sensitive services.
• Layer 4 (Cloud Core): Ultra-scalable cloud datacenters connected to secondary fog
nodes over high-bandwidth metro/wide-area networks and links. Given the increased
propagation delays involved, this layer is not suitable for highly delay-sensitive services.
Carefully note that all links in the above architecture are assumed to be wireline except for
those between Layer 1 (terminals) and Layer 2 (primary fog nodes). Furthermore, Layers
2-4 may also contain other networking devices such as routers, gateways, switches, access
points, etc (which are not modeled here). Next, consider the requisite notation.
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Figure 3.1: Multi-layer fog network architecture
3.1.1

Physical Network Model

The fog-cloud network is modeled as a multi-layer graph, G=(N, E), where N is the set
of nodes and E is the set of communication links. Namely N={nij }, where nij is the j-th node
at Layer i, and these nodes can either be terminals (i=1) or fog nodes (i=2,3). Since the
focus here is on delay-sensitive SFC mapping, cloud core (Layer 4) nodes are not considered.
Also, the maximum resource capacity of a fog node in Layer 2 or 3 is given by Cji and its free
ij
available capacity is given by cij (cij ≤Cji ). Similarly, E={eij
kl }, where ekl is the link between

the k-th node in Layer i and l-th node in Layer j. Here the maximum bandwidth of link eij
kl
ij
ij
ij
ij
is Bkl
, its available/free capacity is bij
kl (bkl ≤Bkl ), and its communication delay is δkl (which

includes both propagation and access protocol delays).
Furthermore there are a total of T VNF types denoted by the set F ={fm }, where each
fm requires Pm resources at a mapped node. The processing delay for running VNF fm at
i
node nij is also given by ∆m
ij (i=2-4). Additionally the unit resource usage cost at node nj
ij
is χij , and the unit bandwidth usage cost at link eij
kl is Γkl . As expected upper layers offer

increasing node capacity and link bandwidth as well as reduced processing/transmission
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delays and resource usage costs. However the increased geographic spread between upper
layer nodes entails notably longer communication (propagation) delays, i.e., up to tens of
milliseconds (to Layer 4 cloud core datacenters).

3.1.2

SFC Demand Model

The SFC demand model takes into account a range of important end-user client request
parameters. Namely, a SFC request, xr , is summarized via the tuple:

xr =< srcr , dstr , br , δr , Fr >

(3.1)

where srcr is the closest primary fog node to requesting Layer 1 source terminal, dstr is the
closest primary fog node to the Layer 1 destination terminal, br is the required bandwidth
to interconnect the VNFs, δr is the end-to-end delay bound, and Fr is an ordered set of
requested functions in the service chain, i.e., Fr = {f1 , f2 , . . .} ⊆ F. The complete batch set
of input SFC requests is also given by the set Xin = {xr }. Accordingly Figure 3.2 illustrates
a sample SFC demand request with 4 VNFs being embedded across multiple fog layers,
i.e., colors denoting differing VNF types (f1 - f4 ) and the dashed green line denoting the
end-to-end SFC connection route (with br capacity).
3.2

Polynomial-Time SFC Mapping Schemes
A novel polynomial-time heuristic framework is now presented for SFC embedding in

hybrid fog-cloud infrastructures. This solution implements two key schemes for path routing
and node mapping across the layers, i.e., delay or load minimization. The detailed algorithmic psuedocode is shown in Figure 3.3. The scheme starts by constructing a temporary
0

0

0

feasible graph, G (N , E ), by pruning all nodes and links with insufficient resources to map
the SFC request, i.e., nodes with cij ≤Pm (fm ∈Fr ) and links with bij
kl ≤br . Next the K shortest
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Figure 3.2: SFC demand request embedding example
0

0

0

paths between srcr and dstr are computed over G (N , E ) with the requirement that they
satisfy the delay bound, δr . These paths are defined by a set of path vectors, P={ps }, each
containing vectors of path nodes and links, i.e., ps ={{nij }, {eij
kl }}. These K path routes are
then sorted and searched to find the appropriate VNF mappings for a given provisioning
strategy, either delay or cost minimization. These schemes are detailed next.

3.2.1

Delay Minimization Approach (DM)

The delay minimization (DM) scheme tries to embed SFC requests to achieve the lowest
delay. Accordingly the set of shortest paths, P, is sorted by increasing end-to-end path
communication delay, given by the sum of all link delays (transmission, propagation) in a
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path vector, i.e.,
X

Dcom (ps ) =

ij
δkl
, where nik , njl ∈ ps

(3.2)

eij
kl ∈ps

Next the individual paths, ps , are searched to find mappings for the VNFs in Fr with the
lowest processing delay (outer loop, Figure 3.3). Now realistically the number of nodes
along a path will be greater than the number of requested VNFs and this gives up to

|ps |
Q= |F
mapping combinations, where |·| denotes set cardinality. Hence the algorithm
r|
sequentially evaluates all such combinations (inner loop, Figure 3.3) by calling an appropriate
combination generating function. Namely, Φ(|ps |, |Fr |, t) returns the t-th combination vector

|ps |
m
of |F
, ut , of length |Fr |. Specifically, ut ={um
t }, where ut notes the position of the m|
r
th VNF mapping, 1≤um
t ≤|ps |, where |ps | is the number of nodes in ps . Based upon the
above, the combination vector ut is used to build a SFC mapping vector of 2-tuple pairs,
vt ={<fm , nij >}, noting the mapped nodes for each VNF fm ∈Fr , Figure 3.3. Now a VNF
mapping also imposes processing delays at the mapped nodes, given by:

Dprc (vt ) =

X

i
∆m
ij , where vt = {< fm , nj >}

(3.3)

nij ∈vt

Hence the inner loop in Figure 3.3 searches all mapping combinations to find the one with
the lowest aggregate delay, given by Dcom (ps )+Dprc (vt ). Overall the DM scheme favors
closer primary fog nodes in Layer 2 with lower delays/higher cost (although secondary fog
nodes will also be considered and used if necessary). Expectedly, an exhaustive search over
all Q combinations can be problematic for longer paths with few VNFs. Hence a faster first
fit-DM (FF-DM) mapping is also defined to select the first valid mapping (Figure 3.3).
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3.2.2

Load Minimization Approach (LM)

Meanwhile the load minimization (LB) scheme tries to minimize the relative load at
network links and nodes when embedding SFC requests (while also satisfying the delay
bound, δr ). Hence the K shortest-paths, P, are now sorted in order of increasing aggregate
link load, defined as:
Llink (ps ) =

X  B ij 
kl
, where nik , njl ∈ ps
ij
bkl + 
ij

(3.4)

ekl ∈ps

where 1 is chosen to avoid divide-by-zero errors. Namely the fractional term in Eq. 3.4
defines the relative load of a link. Specifically this value is equal to unity if the link capacity
ij
ij
is unused (bij
kl =Bkl ) but approaches infinity if it is fully reserved (bkl =0). These sorted paths

are then searched to find the VNF mapping with the lowest aggregate node load (outer loop,
Figure 3.3). Similarly, a node-level load is also defined for a mapping vector vt as follows:
X  Cji 
Lnode (vt ) =
cij + 
i

(3.5)

nj ∈vt

where the inner bracketed term is the relative load of a node (akin to Eq. 3.4). As per the
above all mapping combinations are evaluated (inner loop, Figure 3.3) to find a feasible one
with the lowest aggregate load, i.e., Llink (ps ) + Lnode (vt ). Overall the LB approach avoids
closer Layer 2 fog nodes if they are more congested and instead maps more VNFs onto Layer
3 nodes (lower cost). A faster first fit-LM (FF-LM) mapping scheme is also defined to select
the first valid load-based mapping (Figure 3.3).

3.3

Algorithmic Complexity
Consider the run-time complexity of the algorithm in Figure 3.3. First, assuming ef-

ficient implementation, K shortest-path route computation over G(N, E) is bounded by
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O(K|N|log(|E|)). Meanwhile the main loop in Figure 3.3 iterates over the K paths and
examines all M combinations by performing linear computations for each (to find lowest
path delay or load). Assuming path lengths bounded by L|N|, the number of combinations is bounded by O(LL ). Hence the total complexity of the scheme is given by
O(K|N|log(|E|) + K · LL+1 ). This bound also applies to the first choice schemes (FF-DM,
FF-LM).

3.4

Batch Sorting Strategies
In many cases, operators may process user demands in batches at fixed intervals of time

(aperiodic, periodic). In particular a batch represents set of multiple requests and can be of
variable size. Overall, batch processing can help streamline provisioning transactions and also
enable more efficient and effective resource allocation versus “on-demand” provisioning, i.e.,
where incoming SFC demands are mapped in the order in which they are received. Namely,
considering a large number of demands in conjunction with each other allows operators to
design/apply more expansive provisioning methodologies, e.g., such as those based upon
optimization, metaheuristics, or sorting/re-ordering algorithms.
In light of the above several demand sorting strategies are proposed here to re-order
incoming SFC batch requests according to various criteria. The overall goal here is to try to
lower SFC request blocking rates (i.e., increase revenues) and/or cost. Now as noted earlier
in Section 3.1.2, the complete batch of input SFC requests is given by the set Xin = {xr }.
0

Accordingly the proposed sorting strategies transform/re-order this input set, i.e., Xin −→X ,
based upon their bandwidth and VNF resource request sizes. As per well-known bounds on
optimized sorting algorithms, all of these schemes have a run-time computational complexity
of O(|Xin |log(|Xin |)). Consider the details.
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3.4.1

Highest Bandwidth First (HBF)

This scheme sorts batch SFC requests in order of decreasing bandwidth size, i.e., maps
larger br values first:
0

Xin −→ X = {xr | br ≥ br+1 }

(3.6)

The overall objective here is to provision higher revenue demands first as customers with
larger bandwidth sizes will likely provide increased revenues.

3.4.2

Lowest Bandwidth First (LBF)

This scheme sorts batch SFC requests in order of increasing bandwidth size, i.e., maps
smaller br values first:
0

Xin −→ X = {xr | br ≤ br+1 }

(3.7)

The overall objective here is to minimize bandwidth fragmentation (wastage) on network
links by packing in smaller demands first.

3.4.3

Highest VNF First (HVF)

This scheme sorts batch SFC requests in order of decreasing average VNF resource size,
i.e., maps larger averages first:
0

Xin −→ X = {xr |

X
X fm
≥
|Fr | f ∈F
f ∈F
m

r

m

r+1

fm
}
|Fr+1 |

(3.8)

The overall objective here is to provision higher revenue demands first as customers with
larger VNF resource demand will likely provide increased revenues.
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Table 3.1: Multi-layer fog network simulation parameters
Parameter
Number of nodes
Node resource capacity, Cji
Node VNF proc. delay, ∆m
ij (ms)
Node unit usage cost, χij
Number of links
ij
Link bandwidth, Bkl
ij
(ms)
Link delay, δkl
Bandwidth unit usage cost, Γij
kl

Layer 2
Primary Fog
20 (5 clusters)
20
1
5
200 (40/cluster)
100
0.5-1 (uniform)
5

Parameter
Total number of VNFs, T
VNFs per SFC request, |Fr |
Node resources per VNF, Pm
SFC bandwidth request, br
SFC delay bound, δr (ms)
3.4.4

Layer 3
Secondary Fog
5 (one/cluster)
200
0.5
1
10 links
1,000
1-2 (uniform)
1

SFC Request
6
4-6 (uniform)
2-3 (uniform)
4-6 (uniform)
25

Lowest VNF First (LVF)

This scheme sorts batch SFC requests in order of increasing average VNF resource size,
i.e., maps smaller averages first:
0

Xin −→ X = {xr |

X
X fm
≤
|Fr | f ∈F
f ∈F
m

r

m

r+1

fm
}
|Fr+1 |

(3.9)

The overall objective here is to minimize node resource fragmentation (wastage) at network
nodes by packing in smaller demands first.

3.5

Performance Analysis
The SFC mapping schemes are evaluated for a realistic multi-layer fog network with 1,000

terminals (Layer 1), 100 primary fog nodes (Layer 2), and 5 secondary fog nodes (Layer 3),
Table 3.1. Each secondary fog node manages a “cluster” of 20 primary fog nodes, and some
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1: Input: Network G=(N, E), request xr =<srcr , dstr , br , δr , Fr >
2: Output: SFC node mapping, v∗ , and SFC route, p∗
3: /* Prune network to build feasible graph, G0 (N0 , E0 ) */
ij
4: N0 ← Remove nodes nij ∈ N with cij < min{fm ∈ Fr } & E0 ← Remove links eij
kl ∈ E with bkl < br
0

0

5: Compute K shortest (delay-constrained) paths from srcr to dstr in G0 (N0 , E0 ), i.e., P={ps } s.t.
Dcom (ps ) < δr
6: /* Order K paths based on scheme */
7: if (delay minimization) then
8:
Sort P by increasing delay, i.e., Dcom (ps ) ≤ Dcom (ps+1 )
9: else if (load balancing) then
10:
Sort P by increasing load, i.e., Llink (ps ) ≤ Llink (ps+1 )
11: /* Initialize path vector, mapping vector, and flags */
12: p∗ ={∅}, v∗ ={<∅, ∅>}, f ound=0
13: /* Search all K paths, */
14: for (each path) do
15:
Extract path ps ∈P, i.e., path vector
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

/* Compute max. number of mapping combinations */
Q=choose(|ps |,|Fr |)
/* Search all combinations */
for (each combination) do
/* Generate mapping vector */
Compute t-th comb. vector, ut ={um
t }=Φ(|ps |, |Fr |, t)
Build t-th node mapping pair vector, vt ={<fm , nij >}
/* Check delay and node resources for mapping */
if ((Dcom (ps ) + Dprc (vt ) ≤ δr ) & (cij ≥ Pm for all mapped nodes in vt )) then
f ound=1
/* Track & update latest path and mapping vectors */
if (first fit-DM or first fist-LB) then
Copy ps → p∗ , vt → v∗
Exit search /* first valid delay/load-based mapping */
else if (delay minimization) then
if (Dcom (ps )+Dprc (vt )<Dcom (p∗ )+Dprc (v∗ )) then
Copy ps → p∗ , vt → v∗
else if (load balancing) then
if (Llink (ps )+Lnode (vt )<Llink (p∗ )+Lnode (v∗ )) then
Copy ps → p∗ , vt → v∗
/* Reserve resources on path p∗ for mapping v∗ */
if (f ound) then
Reserve node capacity in N (i.e., decrement available capacity of all mapped nodes in v∗ by Pm
values for fm ∈ Fr )
Reserve link capacity in E (decrement available capacity of all mapped links in p∗ by br )

Figure 3.3: Fog-based SFC mapping algorithm for a request, xr
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primary fog nodes are connected to multiple secondary fog nodes. In turn each primary fog
node manages 5 terminals, and respective node resource (link bandwidth) levels are scaled up
between layers, Table 3.1. A total of T =6 VNFs are defined, and SFC requests are generated
between random terminals. Each SFC request has 4-6 VNFs and requires 4-6 bandwidth
units (br ). To represent a range of functions, each VNF requires 2-3 units of node resource
(Pm ) and has 0.5-2 ms node processing delay (∆m
ij ). The delay bound (δr ) is also set to 25
ms to reflect delay sensitive users. Finally the number of computed shortest-paths is set
to K=3 (Figure 3.3) as results show minimal gains with larger values. Tests are done for
varying SFC demand batches (infinite holding times) and several metrics are evaluated.

3.5.1

SFC Mapping Results

First, Figure 3.4 plots the SFC request blocking rates for all schemes. This metric is
typically regarded as a measure of revenue for network operators. These results indicate
that the LM scheme gives the highest carried load as mappings are spread across Layer 2
(and Layer 3) nodes to prevent network hot spots (resource exhaust). By contrast the DM
schemes (DM, FF-DM) strictly focus on shortest delay routes and tend to concentrate node
mappings onto Layer 2 nodes (primary fog nodes). The net result here is notably higher
blocking rates. For example the exhaustive-search DM scheme consistently yields 10-15%
lower success rates than the LM scheme for all input batch sizes tested (and even about 5%
lower than the FF-LM scheme).
Next the average end-to-end delays for successful SFC demands are plotted in Figure
3.5. These values include processing, transmission, and propagation times. As expected
the DM scheme gives the lowest delay due to mapping preference onto closer primary fog
nodes. By contrast the LM scheme has notably higher latency since the non-linear weights
in Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 increase rapidly with congestion at Layer 2 nodes and links. Regardless
these increased delays still fall within the 25 ms bound and also pertain to a larger number
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Figure 3.4: SFC demand request blocking rate
of accepted requests, Figure 3.4. Note that the LM scheme also gives lower delays versus
its simpler FF-LM variant, i.e., by about 15-20% at low-medium loads, indicating a clear
benefit with expanded search.
Finally the average embedding cost for all successful SFC demands is also gauged in
Figure 3.6. Specifically, the cost of a mapped request, xr , is computed as the total cost of
all the node and link resources that it uses, i.e.,

cost(xr ) =

X
nij ∈v∗ ,fm ∈Fr

χij · Pm +

X

Γij
kl · br

(3.10)

∗
eij
kl ∈p

Overall results indicate that the LM scheme gives the lowest cost as it makes extensive use
of Layer 3 resources. Conversely, provisioning SFC demands with the DM scheme is much
more expensive, with costs ranging from 130% (low load) to 45% (high load) above the LM
scheme. In fact these findings also confirm that both first-fit strategies outperform the DM
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Figure 3.5: Average end-to-end SFC delay (successful requests)
scheme, including the FF-DM scheme. As such the LM strategy will likely yield improved
revenue profiles for network operators.

3.5.2

Batch Sorting Results

The effectiveness of the various batch sorting schemes in Section 3.4 is now analyzed for
varying input demand sets. First consider delay-based provisioning. Namely Figure 3.7 plots
the impact of all four sorting strategies on the blocking performance of the DM scheme (as
well as the non-sorted baseline approach). As expected the DM-LVF and DM-LBF schemes
give the lowest blocking as they quickly pack in a larger number of smaller/lighter demands
first. By contrast the HBF and HVF schemes yield several factors higher blocking, even exceeding the non-sorted baseline scheme. For example at a nominal input load of 50 requests,
the DM-LBF and DM-LVF schemes give approximately 5% and 7% blocking, respectively,
whereas the DM-HBF and DM-HVF schemes yield almost 5 times higher blocking. This
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Figure 3.6: Average SFC cost (successful requests)
increased blocking is a direct result of the increased (node, link) resource fragmentation that
occurs when provisioning larger demands first.
Similar runs are also repeated for the load balancing LM scheme, and the results in Figure
3.8 also yield very similar findings for the different sorting strategies. Namely the LM-LBF
and LM-LVF schemes give superior blocking performance, coming in several factors lower
than their LM-HBF and LM-HVF counterparts for low-medium input load ranges (request
batch sizes). In line with the findings in Section 3.5.1, the LM scheme also outperforms the
DM scheme for each sorting strategy. For example comparing the results for LVF sorting
between Figures 3.7 and 3.8 shows almost 80-100% lower blocking rates for up to medium
input loads (150 requests). Again this notable improvement is due the ability of the LM
scheme to spread demands across higher capacity Layer 3 (secondary fog) nodes.
Next the average end-to-end delay is also analyzed for the respective sorting strategies,
i.e., HBF, HVF, LVF, LBF. Foremost, results for the DM approach in Figure 3.9 indicate
that the least resource first strategies give notably lower delays across all input ranges. In
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Figure 3.7: SFC demand request blocking rate, DM sorting scheme
fact the respective delays for both DM-LBF and DM-LVF schemes stay well below the 25
ms bound except at extremely high input loads (over 250 requests). Overall, preferentially
routing smaller demands first gives more SFC mappings onto lower Layer 2 nodes/links,
helping lower average end-to-end delays. By contrast the HBF and HVF strategies process
heavier demands first, quickly exhausting resources at the primary fog layer (increasing node
processing delays) and pushing the lighter demands onto more distant secondary fog layer
nodes (increasing propagation delays). These effects yield notably higher end-to-end SFC
delays, i.e., averaging almost 5 ms higher than the corresponding LBF and LVF schemes in
Figure 3.9.
Similarly, end-to-end delay results are also presented for the LM scheme in Figure 3.10.
As per the earlier findings with the DM scheme, the LBF and LVF sorting strategies also yield
the lowest end-to-end delays. However the relative separation between the different sorting
strategies is much lower here, i.e., within 5 ms, since the LM scheme is not focused on delay
minimization. Furthermore, comparing the results in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 shows that
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Figure 3.8: SFC demand request blocking rate, LM sorting scheme
the LM sorting variants give notably higher end-to-end delays than their DM counterparts.
For example the LM-LBF scheme saturates at the 25 ms delay bound for slightly under 250
requests, whereas the DM-LBF scheme only starts to approach this bound for 300 requests.
Overall this is expected since the LM scheme makes more use of Layer 3 secondary fog nodes
and links.
Average SFC embedding costs are also analyzed for the different sorting strategies, as
per Eq. 3.10. Foremost, results for the DM scheme are shown in Figure 3.11 and indicate
that the least resource first schemes, e.g., LBF and LVF, actually yield the highest costs.
This is due to the fact that these methods pack a larger number (of smaller) demands onto
primary layer nodes/links with higher resource usage costs. In turn this increased utilization
drives up average SFC costs. By contrast the highest resource first schemes tend to increase
resource fragmentation at Layer 2 nodes, forcing more mappings onto Layer 3 nodes/links
with lower costs. Indeed the differences are notable here, with the widest margins occurring
between the HBF and LBF sorting strategies, i.e., anywhere from 15-30% higher costs with
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Figure 3.9: Average end-to-end SFC delay, DM sorting scheme (successful requests)
the former sorting strategy. Overall this is the cost penalty for achieving improved delay
performances with the LBF and LVF strategies, as per Figures 3.9 and 3.10.
Finally Figure 3.12 plots the average SFC embedding costs for the LM scheme. Again, the
relative performance between the different sorting strategies matches the results for the DM
scheme in Figure 3.11. Namely the LM-LBF (LM-HBF) scheme gives the highest (lowest)
costs, with the LVF strategies falling in between. More importantly, comparing the results in
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 also shows notably lower costs with the LM schemes. For example the
average SFC cost of the LM-HBF scheme for up to 100 requests is well below 20, i.e., almost
3 times less than the DM-HBF scheme. Although the comparative differences between the
other sorting strategies are less drastic between the DM and LM schemes, they are still quite
notable, e.g., for 200 input requests the LM-LVF scheme gives an average SFC cost of 62
(Figure 3.12) versus 90 for the DM-LVF scheme (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.10: Average end-to-end SFC delay, LM sorting scheme (successful requests)

Figure 3.11: Average SFC cost, DM sorting scheme(successful requests)
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Figure 3.12: Average SFC cost, LM sorting scheme (successful requests)
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Chapter 4: Pre-Provisioned SFC Protection

As fog-based SFC services gain traction associated survivability concerns are also starting
to emerge. Now as surveyed in Section 2.5, most existing studies on SFC reliability have
used protection-based strategies to pre-provision backup VNF or link bandwidth resources
for mitigating failures. Although these methods are mostly designed to handle isolated single
faults, this is still a critical requirement as these types represent the overwhelming majority
of network failures. In light of this there is a further need to develop realistic and effective
protection methodologies for SFC demands across fog networks as well.
To address these survivability concerns, this chapter augments the heuristic framework
presented in Chapter 3 to support further dedicated pre-provisioned protection capabilities.
The focus here is to handle common single node or link faults. Performance results are also
presented from a simulation study to evaluate the blocking rate, delay and cost of these
proposed SFC protection strategies.

4.1

Polynomial-Time SFC Protection Schemes
Novel polynomial-time heuristic schemes are now presented for SFC survivability in fog

networks. Specifically these methods extend upon the non-survivable heuristics developed in
Chapter 3 by pre-provisioning backup node/link-disjoint SFC mappings. Namely two SFC
mappings are now provisioned for each incoming request, xr , termed as primary and backup.
Furthermore akin to Section 3.2, delay and load minimization strategies are also used for
path routing and node mapping across layers. The case of end-to-end SFC protection is also
illustrated in Figure 4.1 for the same 4-VNF SFC embedding example presented earlier in
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Figure 4.1: SFC demand protection example
Figure 3.2. Here a complete link and node-disjoint backup SFC mapping is established to
protect the original primary “working” SFC embedding. As expected this technique entails
much more resource overheads at both the nodes and links. Consider the details.
The overall psuedocode for dedicated SFC protection is shown in Fig. 4.2. This framework reuses the notation presented in Section 3.1.2, i.e., where a network is defined as a
graph G=(N, E), and a demand is given by a tuple xr . The algorithm starts out by selecting the closest (Layer 2) primary fog nodes to the source and destination terminals to
0

0

0

“anchor” the SFC, i.e., srcr and dstr . A temporary feasible graph, G (N , E ), is then built
by pruning all nodes and links with insufficient resources to map the SFC request, i.e., nodes
with cij ≤Pm (fm ∈Fr ) and links with bij
kl ≤br . Next, the K shortest paths are computed over
0

0

0

G (N , E ) with the requirement that they satisfy the delay bound, δr . These paths are
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termed as the primary (working) paths and denoted by a set of path vectors, P={ps }, each
containing vectors of path nodes and links, i.e., ps ={{nij }, {eij
kl }}. For backup protection
SFC provisioning, node/link-disjoint paths are then computed for each path in ps , denoted
by the set Q={qs }. The node/link disjoint path pairs in {P,Q}={ps ,qs } are then iteratively searched to find the appropriate VNF mappings for a given provisioning strategy, e.g.,
delay or load minimization. Carefully note that these protection heuristics have the same
computational complexity as the regular non-survivable schemes presented in Section 3.2,
i.e., O(K|N|log(|E|) + K · LL+1 ), where L is the path length, L|N|. Further details are
now presented.

4.1.1

Delay Minimization Protection (DM-P) Approach

The delay minimization-protection (DM-P) approach focuses on minimizing the total
delay across both the primary and backup SFC mappings. To achieve this, the set of K
path pairs {P,Q} are sorted by increasing end-to-end communication delay across both the
primary and backup routes. Namely this value is given by the sum of all link (transmission,
propagation) delays between nodes in both path vectors, i.e.,

Dcom (ps , qs ) =

X
eij
kl ∈ps

ij
δkl
+

X

ij
δkl

(4.1)

eij
kl ∈qs

Next the above path pairs are searched to find mappings for the VNFs in Fr with the lowest
processing delay (outer loop, Fig. 4.2). As per the regular provisioning case in Section
3.2, the number of nodes along the primary/backup paths will usually be greater than the

|ps |
number of requested VNFs. Hence this implies up to Q1 = |F
mapping combinations for the
r|

|qs |
combinations for the backup path. Hence the algorithm
primary working path and Q2 = |F
r|
sequentially evaluates all of these combinations for both paths (inner loop, Fig. 4.2) by calling
an appropriate combination generating function. Namely Φ(|ps |, |Fr |, t) returns the t-th
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combination vector of

|ps |
|Fr |



, ut , of length |Fr | for the primary path. Specifically, ut ={um
t },

m
where um
t notes the position of the m-th VNF mapping on the primary path, 1≤ut ≤|ps |.

The combination vector ut is used to build a SFC mapping vector of 2-tuple pairs for the
primary path, vt ={<fm , nij >}, to note the mapped nodes for each VNF fm ∈Fr , Fig. 4.2.

|qs |
Similarly Φ(|qs |, |Fr |, t) returns the t-th combination vector of |F
, yt , of length |Fr | for the
|
r
backup path. Specifically yt ={ytm }, where ytm notes the position of the m-th VNF mapping
on the backup path, 1≤ytm ≤|qs |. Finally yt is used to build a SFC mapping vector of 2-tuple
pairs for the backup path, wt ={<fm , nij >}, Fig. 4.2. Now the primary and backup VNF
mappings also impose processing delays at the mapped nodes, given by:

Dprc (vt , wt ) =

X
nij ∈vt

∆m
ij +

X

∆m
ij

(4.2)

nij ∈wt

Hence the inner loop in Fig. 4.2 searches all mapping combinations to find the one with
the lowest aggregate delay, given by Dcom (ps , qs )+Dprc (vt , wt ). Overall the DM scheme will
favor closer primary fog nodes in Layer 2 with lower delays/higher cost, although secondary
fog nodes in Layer 3 will also be considered and used if necessary. A first fit-DM-P (FF-DMP) scheme is also defined to reduce run-time complexity by selecting the first valid mapping
in Fig. 4.2 (as per non-survivable DM scheme, Section 3.2.1).

4.1.2

Load Minimization Protection (LM-P) Approach

The load minimization-protection (LM-P) scheme tries to minimize the relative network
link and node load when provisioning primary/backup SFC mappings (while also satisfying
the request delay bound, δr ). Hence the K primary/backup path pairs {P,Q} are now sorted
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in order of increasing aggregate link load, defined as:

Llink (ps , qs ) =

X  B ij 
X  B ij 
kl
kl
+
ij
ij
bkl + 
bkl + 
ij
ij

ekl ∈ps

(4.3)

ekl ∈qs

where 1 is chosen to avoid divide-by-zero errors. Namely the fractional term in Eq. (4.3)
is the relative link load (as defined in the non-survivable LM scheme, Section 3.2.2). These
sorted paths are then searched to find the VNF mapping with the lowest aggregate node
load (outer loop, Fig. 4.2). Furthermore a node-level load is also defined for a mapping v
as follows:
X  Cji 
X  Cji 
Lnode (vt , wt ) =
+
cij + 
cij + 
i
i
nj ∈vt

(4.4)

nj ∈wt

where the inner bracketed term is the relative load of a node, i.e., akin to Eq. 3.4 (Section
3.2.2). As per the above, all mapping combinations are evaluated (inner loop, Fig. 4.2)
to find a feasible mapping with the lowest aggregate load, i.e., Llink (ps , qs )+Lnode (vt , wt ).
Akin to the non-survivable LM scheme (Section 3.2.2) the LM-P approach also avoids congested/costly Layer 2 fog nodes and tries to map more VNFs onto Layer 3 nodes (lower
cost). Finally a faster first fit-LM (FF-LM-P) scheme is also defined to select the first valid
load-based mapping (Figure 4.2).

4.2

Performance Analysis
The survivable SFC mapping heuristic schemes are evaluated using the same multi-layer

fog infrastructure detailed in Section 3.5. Namely this scenario has 1,000 terminals (Layer
1), 100 primary fog nodes (Layer 2), and 5 secondary fog nodes (Layer 3). SFC requests are
also generated between random terminal nodes, with 4-6 VNFs each, as detailed in Table
3.1. In addition the delay bound (δr ) is kept at 25 ms to reflect delay-sensitive users, and
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tests are run for varying SFC demand batches with infinite request lifetimes. Finally up to
K=3 paths are searched in the mapping process (Fig. 4.2).
First, Figure 4.3 plots the blocking rates for both SFC protection strategies. In particular
the baseline DM-P and LM-P schemes are selected, along with their first-fit variants, i.e.,
FF-DM-P and FF-LM-P. As per the findings in Section 3.5.1, the LM scheme still gives
the lowest blocking rates (highest carried load) since it spreads out primary and backup
VNF mappings across both nodes and layers. By contrast the blocking rate for the DM
scheme is much higher, even exceeding the non-exhaustive search first-fit LM protection
scheme (FF-LM-P). Furthermore in comparison with results for non-protected demands in
Figure 3.4, backup provisioning also gives notably larger separation between the DM and
LM strategies. For example the LM-P scheme consistently gives 15-20% less blocking than
the DM-P scheme for almost all input loads tested, i.e., versus 5-10% separation between
the DM and LM schemes in Figure 3.4.
Average end-to-end delays SFC delays are also shown in Figure 4.4 (averaged across all
primary/backup routes for successful SFC demand mappings). Akin to earlier findings in
Section 3.5.1, the DM-P scheme gives the lowest delays since it mostly utilizes closer primary
fog nodes (at the expense of increased blocking rates). By contrast the LM-P scheme gives
notably higher latencies as it selects more dispersed nodes with longer SFC routes, i.e.,
averaging 6-7 ms higher than the DM-P scheme for most input batch sizes. Additionally the
LM-P scheme consistently gives 2-3 ms lower delays than its faster FF-LM-P version, again
showing the benefits of more exhaustive mapping search.
Finally average SFC demand embedding cost are also plotted in Figure 4.5, i.e., Eq. 3.10
averaged across primary and backup routes for successful SFC demand mappings. Here the
LM-P scheme clearly gives the lowest cost as it uses more secondary fog nodes. As expected
the DM-P scheme is much more costly, with per-demand costs averaging almost twice as
high as the LM-P scheme. In line with the results for non-protected demands in Figure
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3.6, both first-fit strategies (FF-DM-P, FF-LM-P) also have lower costs than the DM-P
scheme. Hence many network operators may also prefer load-based provisioning strategies
for protected SFC demands in order to maximize their revenues.
Note that the demand sorting schemes presented in Section 3.4 are also evaluated for both
the DM-P and LM-P protection heuristics. However the related results are not presented and
discussed here since the findings are largely similar, i.e., the LBF and LVF sorting strategies
give the lowest demand blocking and end-to-end SFC delays, albeit with higher SFC costs.
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1: Input: Network G=(N, E), request xr =<srcr , dstr , br , δr , Fr >
2: Output: Primary/backup SFC node mappings (w∗ , v∗ ) & Primary/backup SFC routes (p∗ , q∗ )
3: /* Find nearest fog nodes for client nodes */
0
4: srcr ← closest primary fog node to Layer 1 terminal srcr
0
5: dstr ← closest primary fog node to Layer 1 terminal dstr
6: /* Prune network to build feasible graph, G0 (N0 , E0 ) */
ij
7: N0 ← Remove nodes nij ∈ N with cij < min{fm ∈ Fr } & E0 ← Remove links eij
kl ∈ E with bkl < br
0

0

8: Compute K shortest paths from srcr to dstr in G0 (N0 , E0 ), i.e., P={ps } s.t. Dcom (ps ) < δr
9: Compute K shortest node/link-disjoint paths for each path ps , i.e., Q={qs } s.t. Dcom (qs ) < δr
10: /* Order K disjoint path pairs based on scheme */
11: if (delay minimization) then
12:
Sort disjoint path pairs {ps ,qs } by increasing delay, i.e., Dcom (ps , qs ) ≤ Dcom (ps+1 , qs+1 )
13: else if (load balancing) then
14:
Sort disjoint path pairs {ps ,qs } by increasing load, i.e., Llink (ps , qs ) ≤ Llink (ps+1 , qs+1 )
15: /* Initialize path vectors, mapping vectors, and flag */
16: p∗ ={∅}, q∗ ={∅}, v∗ ={<∅, ∅>}, w∗ ={<∅, ∅>}
17: f ound=0
18: /* Search all K disjoint path pairs */
19: for (each path pair) do
20:
Extract disjoint path pair {ps ,qs }
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

/* Compute max. number of mapping combinations */
Q1 =choose(|ps |,|Fr |) /* Primary path */ and Q2 =choose(|qs |,|Fr |) /* Backup path */
/* Search all combinations */
for (each combination) do
/* Generate mapping vectors */
Compute t-th primary path combination vector, ut ={um
t }=Φ(|ps |, |Fr |, t)
Compute t-th backup path combination vector, yt ={ytm }=Φ(|qs |, |Fr |, t)
Build t-th primary/backup node mapping vectors (vt , wt ) from (ut , yt )
/* Check delay and resources for mapping */
if ((Dcom (ps ) + Dprc (vt ) ≤ δr ) & (Dcom (qs ) + Dprc (wt ) ≤ δr ) &
(cij ≥ Pm for all mapped nodes in vt , wt )) then
f ound=1
/* Track & update latest path and mapping vectors */
if (first fit-DM or first fist-LB) then
Copy ps → p∗ , qs → q∗ , vt → v∗ , wt → w∗
Exit search /* first valid delay/load-based mapping */
else if (delay minimization) then
if (Dcom (ps , qs )+Dprc (vt , wt )< Dcom (p∗ , q∗ )+Dprc (v∗ , w∗ )) then
Copy ps → p∗ , qs → q∗ , vt → v∗ , wt → w∗
else if (load balancing) then
if (Llink (ps , qs )+Lnode (vt , wt )< Llink (p∗ , p∗ )+Lnode (v∗ , w∗ )) then
Copy ps → p∗ , qs → q∗ , vt → v∗ , wt → w∗

40: /* Reserve resources on paths p∗ , q∗ for mappings w∗ , v∗ */
41: if (f ound) then
Reserve node capacity in N and link capacity in E

Figure 4.2: Fog-based SFC protection mapping algorithm for a request, xr
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Figure 4.3: Protected SFC demand request blocking rate

Figure 4.4: Average end-to-end SFC delay (primary, backup)
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Figure 4.5: Average SFC cost (primary, backup)
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Chapter 5: Post-Fault SFC Restoration

Post-fault restoration is classified as a more latent and non-guaranteed recovery mechanism, and this approach has been studied extensively to recover failed end-to-end routes in
optical and bandwidth connection routing networks [86]. The basic premise of restoration
is to detect the occurrence of node and link failures and then attempt dynamic post-fault
re-computation of failed demands. In general restoration is much more resource efficient
than pre-provisioned protection, i.e., since backup SFC embeddings are not computed and
reserved in advance. Additionally, restoration strategies are also more effective against multiple failures, which can easily compromise protection-based schemes designed to handle
single failures (Chapter 4). However the performance of any post-fault restoration scheme
will be heavily-dependent upon the number of failures, the demand loading of the network
infrastructure prior to failures, and also the exact distribution (mapping) of demands and
faults across the network.
In light of the above there is a further need to develop post-fault restoration recovery
strategies for SFC demands in fog-based networks. These techniques are particularly attractive given the reduced geographic scale of fog networks, i.e., as they can yield faster post-fault
signaling (messaging) times and reduced restoration overheads. Hence this chapter introduces some extended notation for post-fault restoration. Subsequently two SFC re-mapping
strategies are presented, including intermediate and end-to-end SFC path recovery (leveraging from similar methods studied in bandwidth connection routing networks). Detailed
performance analysis is then performed to evaluate these proposed solutions under failure
conditions. Carefully note that the actual detection and isolation of node/link faults and
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quantification of exact restoration timescales (latencies) is not considered here as these tasks
are intricately related to underlying networking protocols and NFV orchestration systems.

Figure 5.1: Overview of post-fault restoration

5.1

Architecture and Notation Overview
The overall sequence of post-fault restoration is shown in Figure 5.1. Foremost, con-

sider a batch set of incoming SFC demands which is provisioned using any of the regular
heuristic schemes detailed in Chapter 3, i.e., to generate a subset of successfully-mapped
SFC demands. Upon fault occurrence, a subset of these demands will fail and restoration
recovery schemes will be initiated to try to recover them. Now as noted above the exact
underlying mechanisms for fault detection/localization are not considered here as they are
very implementation specific. Instead, it is assumed that the list of failed infrastructure
node/links will be known and provided as input to the restoration phase. Based upon the
above, two different post-fault restoration strategies are proposed. Carefully note that this
restoration framework only considers single node failures. Specifically this fault type requires both re-mapping of failed VNFs as well as bandwidth connection (or sub-connection)
re-routing. However, without loss of generality, this solution can also be adapted to handle
multiple node or link failures. In particular the latter fault types are simpler to handle as
they may only require SFC connection re-routing.
Consider the requisite notation first. Extending upon the definitions in Section 3.1.2, the
failed network node in G(N, E) is denoted by n− ∈N, and this can either be a primary fog
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node (Layer 2) or secondary fog node (Layer 3). Now recall that the input batch of SFC
demands is given by the set Xin , as per Section 3.1.2. Building upon this, the number of
successfully-mapped requests is denoted by Xsuccess (provisioned using any of the heuristic
mapping and sorting schemes detailed in Chapter 3). Since a failed node can host multiple
VNFs, the subset of successful SFC mappings affected by the failure is denoted by the set of
failed SFC demands, Xf ail ⊆Xsuccess . Furthermore the specific VNF node mapping that fails
within a demand xr ⊂Xf ail is also denoted by fr− . Finally, the set of successfully-restored
SFC demands is given by Xrest ⊆Xf ail . These set entities are also shown in Figure 5.1.
5.2

Failed SFC Re-Mapping
The overall psueducode for post-fault restoration is presented in Figure 5.2. Specifically,

the algorithm starts by (optionally) sorting the incoming set of failed SFC demands, Xf ail ,
based upon any of the schemes outlined in Section 3.4 (HBF, LBF, HVF, or LVF). This
0

step yields an ordered set of failed SFC demands, denoted by Xf ail . Next a working graph,
00

00

00

G (N , E ), is constructed by taking G(N, E) and removing the failed node n− and all
of its links. In addition for the case of end-to-end restoration, all node and link capacity
0

reservations pertaining to non-failed nodes and links for failed SFC demands (in Xf ail ) are
also relinquished, i.e., by appropriately incrementing free capacity levels. The restoration
0

algorithm then loops through all failed SFC demands in Xf ail and tries to recover each one
using an end-to-end or intermediate restoration strategy (detailed subsequently).
Now the actual re-mapping procedure makes full re-use of the heuristic SFC embedding
algorithms defined earlier in Chapter 3, i.e., DM or LM provisioning. Namely a temporary
0

“input” SFC request, x , is defined as per the desired recovery mapping strategy, and an
appropriate call made to the algorithm in Figure 3.3. Finally all failed SFC demands in
0

Xf ail that are successfully re-mapped (recovered) are then moved to the set of restored SFC
demands, Xsuccess . Carefully note that the heuristic approach in Figure 3.3 already reserves
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1: Input: Network G=(N, E), failed node n− , failed SFC demand set Xf ail
2: Output: Restored SFC set Xrest
3: /* Sort failed SFC demand set (optional) */
0
4: Xf ail ← Sort demands in Xf ail (as per strategies in Section 3.4)
5: /* Build working topology by pruning failed node and its links from network */
00
6: N ← Remove node n−
00
7: E ← Remove all links in E connected to n−
8: /* For end-to-end restoration also free all resources used by failed demands */
9: if (end-to-end restoration) then
10:
for (each failed SFC demand) do
00
11:
N ← Free all resources in N used by non-failed nodes in xr ∈Xf ail
00
12:
E ← Free all resources in E used by non-failed links in xr ∈Xf ail
13: /* Initialized restored SFC demand set */
14: Xrest ={∅}
15: /* Process and attempt restoration for all failed demands */
16: for (each failed SFC demand) do
0

17:

Extract demand xr ∈X f ail

18:
19:
20:
21:

/* Define modified SFC demand tuple */
if (end-to-end restoration) then
/* All VNFs between ingress/egress primary fog nodes */
0
x =xr =<srcr , dstr , br , δr , Fr >

22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

else if (intermediate restoration) then
/* Single VNF between adjacent nodes to fault */
0
srcr ←− Anterior node to n−
0
dstr ←− Posterior node to n−
0
δr = δr − delays on working segments /* Reduced delay bound for segment */
0
Fr = {fr− } /* Failed VNF node mapping */
0
0
0
0
0
x =<srcr , dstr , br , δr , Fr >

29:

Run SFC embedding routine for request x (Figure 3.3) over G (N , E )

30:
31:
32:

/* Update restored set */
0
if (new mapping found for x ) then
00
00
00
Move xr −→Xrest /* Note resources already updated in G (N , E ) */

0

00

00

00

Figure 5.2: Fog-based SFC restoration for failed demands (end-to-end, intermediate)
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resources for all successfully-provisioned demands, and hence free node and link capacities in
00

00

N and E do not need to be decremented further upon return. The two different restoration
strategies are now presented.

Figure 5.3: End-to-end SFC demand restoration example

5.2.1

End-to-End SFC Restoration

End-to-end restoration is a straightforward approach that simply tries to re-establish
the complete failed SFC request. Hence the heuristic SFC embedding algorithm (Figure
3.3) is called with a temporary “input” SFC request equal to the exact failed demand, i.e.,
0

x =xr ⊆Xf ailed . Expectedly this strategy is more computationally-intensive since it must
completely re-map all VNFs and their interconnecting bandwidth connection segments, i.e.,
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even those which are unaffected by the failed node n− . However, this “clean” re-mapping
approach can also give increased resource efficiency, particularly link bandwidth.
An example of end-to-end SFC restoration is shown in Figure 5.3 for the same 4-VNF
SFC embedding example presented earlier in Figure 3.2. Here it is assumed that the primary
fog node hosting the second VNF, f2 , in Layer 2 fails. Hence the complete SFC is re-mapped,
and this can result in some of the same VNF placements as per the original SFC mapping.
For example VNFs f1 and f3 in Figure 5.3 are still re-mapped to their original locations,
whereas VNFs f2 and f4 are now placed at new locations.
5.2.2

Intermediate SFC Restoration

Intermediate restoration is a more expedient approach which only tries to recover the
failed VNF, i.e., by keeping in place all existing non-failed VNF mappings in a failed SFC
demand. To achieve this the heuristic embedding algorithm in Figure 3.3 is called using a
temporary “input” SFC request containing the singled failed VNF. Namely the appropriate
source and destination end-points for this SFC request are specified as the (non-failed)
0

0

anterior and posterior embedding nodes to the failed node n− , denoted by src and dst ,
respectively. These end-point nodes are used to “stitch” and re-connect the restored VNF
node mapping with the existing non-failed SFC segments. Carefully note that the delay
bound for this modified single-VNF SFC demand is also reduced appropriately from δr in
order to account for the delay budgets of existing nodes and links (on the non-failed portions
of the embedded SFC).
An example of intermediate SFC restoration is also shown in Figure 5.4 for the same
4-VNF SFC embedding example presented earlier in Figure 3.2. Namely the primary node
hosting the second VNF, f2 , in Layer 2 fails and this causes a re-mapping of the SFC segment
between the anterior node (mapping VNF f1 ) and posterior node (mapping VNF f3 ). In
particular the restored VNF is now placed in the secondary fog layer, and the intermediate
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sub-connection route (reconnecting to the remaining working VNFs in the SFC embedding)
is 3 hops long.

Figure 5.4: Intermediate SFC demand restoration example

5.3

Performance Analysis
Post-fault restoration recovery is tested using the same multi-layer topology from Chap-

ters 3 and 4. As per the network topology defined in Section 3.5, there are 100 primary
fog nodes (Layer 2) and 5 secondary fog nodes each handling a “cluster” of 20 primary fog
nodes (Layer 3). Similarly, a total of T =6 VNFs are defined, and each SFC request has 4-6
VNFs with 4-6 bandwidth units demand (br ) and a delay bound (δr ) of 25 ms (see Table
3.1). The number of computed shortest-paths is also set to K=3 (Figure 3.3). Furthermore,
tests are done for single isolated node faults at both Layer 2 (primary fog nodes) and Layer 3
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(larger secondary fog nodes carrying more demands). Finally SFC re-mapping computation
is tested for both the baseline DM and LM schemes (Section 3.2) as well as their LBF sorting
0

variants for failed demands in Xf ail (Section 3.4.2). This particular variant is chosen since
it has been shown to give increased SFC setup success rates, as per the results in Section
3.5.2. The detailed findings are now presented.
Foremost, Figures 5.5 and 5.6 summarize the number of post-fault failures for both the
DM and LM schemes. Overall these plots represent the absolute numbers of successfullyprovisioned SFC requests that fail after a node fault at Layer 2 or Layer 3, i.e., |Xf ail |, Figure
5.1. As expected these results confirm that the number of failed demands increases with input load (measured by the number of successfully-routed SFC demands in the network prior
to failure, |Xsuccess |). Furthermore these results also indicate that Layer 3 nodes failures
are less impactful than smaller Layer 2 node failures at lower loads. However at increased
load regimes, Layer 3 node failures yield much higher SFC demand failures. This inflexion/crossover is expected as Layer 3 nodes carry more (less) demands at increased (reduced)
loads. Furthermore the onset of this inflexion occurs earlier with the LM scheme at it tends
to be more reliant on secondary nodes. By contrast, the DM scheme is less susceptible to
secondary node failures, i.e., peak of 25 failures with the DM-LBF scheme versus almost 40
failures with the LM-LBF scheme. In fact DM mappings do not experience any failures at
very light input loads since they do not use any Layer 3 nodes at these load regimes, e.g,. for
under 20 input requests, Figure 5.5. Finally these results also indicate a small but consistent
increase in the number of failures with the LBF-based schemes. Again this increase is due
to the fact that these variants embed more SFC demands than their baseline counterparts.
Next, the post-fault restoration schemes are gauged to evaluate their effectiveness in recovering failed SFC demands. Although runs are done with both the baseline (DM, LM)
schemes and their LBF variants from Chapter 3, only findings with the latter variants are
presented in the remainder of this chapter as the respective trends are similar. Accordingly
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Figure 5.5: Number of failed requests for DM scheme

Figure 5.6: Number of failed requests for LM scheme
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 plot the restoration rate percentages for both intermediate and end-toend restoration. These values represent the proportion of failed requests (from the subset
Xf ail ) that are successfully restored after restoration, i.e., |Xsuccess |, Figure 5.1. Overall
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these findings reveal some key findings. Foremost, end-to-end restoration consistently outperforms intermediate restoration for both Layer 2 and Layer 3 node failures. Specifically
the improvement in restoration success rates averages 5-10% across all input load regimes,
measured by the number of failed connections. This improvement is due to the fact that
end-to-end restoration is better at distributing SFC routes across the entire network as opposed to the immediate vicinity of the failed node. In general this finding mirrors earlier
results for bandwidth routing networks where end-to-end connection recovery also gives improved success rates versus intermediate restoration, see [86]. These results also show that
recovery success rates decline with increasing load, i.e., as there is more resource contention
due to increased numbers of failed SFC demands. However these declines are much more
drastic for larger secondary node (Layer 3) faults for both restoration strategies. Namely
restoration rates for Layer 3 faults are very high at lighter load regimes, averaging well over
80% for both the DM and LM-based embedding strategies. However, the respective recovery
rates decline to the 50% range at higher load regimes. By contrast, post-fault restoration
for Layer 2 faults is slightly more effective at higher loads, i.e., restoration rates averaging
12-15% higher with the DM-LBF (LM-LBF) schemes. This slight increase is due to the
reduced number of (failed) demands carried by smaller primary fog nodes.
Restoration recovery re-computes failed VNF embeddings and generally gives altered SFC
routes. Hence it is also important to measure the impact on end-to-end delay. Accordingly,
Figures 5.9 (DM-LBF scheme) and 5.10 (LM-LBF scheme) plot the average increase in endto-end SFC delays versus input loads (for both Layer 2 and Layer 3 node failures). Overall
the results for both the DM-LBF and LM-LBF schemes give very similar findings here.
Foremost all restoration schemes show a clear increase in SFC delay under heavier loads,
i.e., as increased link congestion forces longer intermediate or end-to-end SFC routes. In
addition secondary fog node (Layer 3) faults are much more impactful, with average delays
rising by about 6-7 ms for both restoration strategies at high loads versus only 3-4 ms for
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Figure 5.7: Restoration rate for DM-LBF scheme

Figure 5.8: Restoration rate for LM-LBF scheme
Layer 2 node faults. These increases represent approximately 25% and 15% of the 25 ms
SFC delay bound value, respectively. However at very light loads, Layer 3 node faults yield
slightly smaller delay increases (in 0.5-1 ms range), i.e., since they can be recovered using
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closer primary fog nodes. Furthermore end-to-end restoration consistently gives smaller
delay increases than intermediate restoration, i.e., averaging about 0.5 ms for both the LMLBF and DM-LBF strategies. Again these findings mirror results from earlier connection
restoration studies where end-to-end restoration gives notably lower delays (hop counts) than
intermediate restoration, see [86].

Figure 5.9: Average increase in delay of restored demands (DM-LBF scheme)
Finally, Figures 5.11 and 5.12 plot the average cost increase for recovered SFC demands
for both restoration strategies. Akin to the results for delay increase, both the DM-LBF
and LM-LBF schemes give very similar performances for Layer 2 and Layer 3 node faults.
Foremost all restoration schemes give higher post-fault SFC costs, particularly at higher input
loads. For example the average cost increase for Layer 2 node faults at peak load is about 4-5
units and about 9-11 units for Layer 3 node faults. These increases represent approximately
10% more cost after failure, i.e., as determined by comparing the cost increases to respective
cost ranges in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. In addition, end-to-end restoration is slightly more
cost-effective than intermediate restoration since is uses fewer link resources.
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Figure 5.10: Average increase in delay of restored demands (LM-LBF scheme)

Figure 5.11: Average increase in cost of restored demands (DM-LBF scheme)
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Figure 5.12: Average increase in cost of restored demands (LM-LBF scheme)
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Chapter 6: Conclusions

This dissertation addresses the topic of SFC demand provisioning in specialized multilayer fog networks. First, Chapter 2 presents a survey of related work on SFC provisioning
and survivability, with a focus on fog-based setups. Next, Chapter 3 presents some novel
polynomial-time heuristic methods for provisioning SFC demands in realistic two-layer fog
networks. Extending upon this Chapter 4 introduces new pre-provisioned protection algorithms to achieve survivability against single fault scenarios. Finally Chapter 5 details novel
post-fault restoration methods to further improve survivability support. The key findings
from this research effort are now summarized along with potential future research directions.

6.1

Summary of Research Findings
This dissertation introduces a range of polynomial-time algorithms to achieve varying

provisioning objectives for SFC demands in fog computing networks. Commensurate fault
recovery methods are also proposed in order to improve service survivability. A summary of
the major findings of this dissertation work are now presented.
The findings in Chapter 3 presents some novel on-line heuristic algorithms to map SFC
demands in two-layer fog infrastructures. These schemes utilize k-shortest path routing
algorithms to compute a set of candidate SFC routes and then search them for multiple
VNF mapping combinations. In particular two SFC mapping strategies are developed here
based upon delay and load minimization. The major findings from this effort are as follows:
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• Delay-based mapping scheme (DM) always gives the lowest end-to-end latency for
all scenarios tested. However this improvement comes at the expense of significantly
higher blocking rates and average SFC costs, i.e., as this scheme tends to overload
Layer 2 nodes/links with smaller resource pools and higher costs.
• Load minimization mapping scheme (LM) gives much lower blocking rates than the
delay minimization scheme as it maps demands across multiple nodes in both Layers
2 and 3. Although the average delay performance is worse than the DM scheme, this
method also yields notably lower SFC resource costs, i.e., almost half of the DM scheme.
As a result the LM scheme may be more favorable for many network operators.
• Least resource first sorting strategies that prioritize smaller bandwidth or node resource
demands (such as LBF and LVF) yield much lower blocking rates than counterpart
strategies which prioritize larger demands first (such as HBF and HVF). The average
end-to-end delays are also lower with these sorting strategies.
• Least resource first sorting strategies also yield higher average SFC costs, i.e., since
these schemes map increased numbers of smaller demands onto more costly primary
layer nodes and links.
Next, Chapter 4 addresses the critical problem of SFC survivability and studies pre-fault
protection strategies. In particular the focus here is on single node faults which are by far the
most common failure occurrences. Accordingly the delay and load minimization heuristic
strategies in Chapter 3 are further augmented to compute link/node-disjoint backup SFC
embeddings. The overall results here indicate:
• Load minimization protection scheme (LM-P) gives less blocking rates, i.e., higher
provisioning success, for equivalent input loads compared to the delay minimization
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protection scheme (DM-P). In fact this reduction is much larger than that observed
for non-protected SFC demands between the DM and LM strategies.
• Delay minimization protection scheme (DM-P) also gives the lowest end-to-end SFC
delays as it tends to map fewer primary/backup SFC routes onto closer Layer 2 nodes.
However the associated costs are also notably higher, i.e., almost double, akin to the
increase between the LM and DM schemes for non-protected SFC demands.
Finally, Chapter 5 extends upon the topic of SFC survivability and studies more flexible
post-fault restoration methodologies. In particular these schemes are more resource efficient
than pre-fault protection and can also handle multiple faults. Hence two different algorithms
are presented to recover failed SFC demands in fog setups, i.e., end-to-end and intermediate
SFC recovery. The overall findings indicate:
• Post-fault SFC restoration gives very good recovery success rates in multi-layer fog
networks, i.e., ranging anywhere from 70-95% at lighter loads to 40-70% at heavier
loads. Hence this approach provides a very viable survivability solution for network
operators.
• End-to-end SFC restoration is more effective than intermediate restoration across all
input load regimes evaluated, i.e., averaging 5-10% higher restoration success rates. In
addition the corresponding increases in average end-to-end SFC delay and cost are also
lower with this approach.
• Secondary fog node faults (Layer 3) are much more impactful under increased load
conditions for both the DM and LM provisioning strategies. Layer 3 faults also yield
lower restoration success rates (and increased costs) under higher load conditions. This
reduction (increase) is due to the increased level of demand multiplexing at the nodes.
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6.2

Extensions and Future Directions
In conclusion this dissertation research provides a strong foundation for provisioning

NFV-based services in fog computing networks. The proposed methods are practical and
scalable from a run-time perspective, and thereby lend well to real-world application. Based
upon these contributions, a range of further and more expansive topic areas can also be
investigated. Foremost more formalized optimization models can be developed for batch
provisioning and protection of SFC requests in fog networks. Although various studies have
proposed such methods for SFC mapping in cloud networks, the specialized infrastructure
requirements and resource limitations of fog domains need careful consideration. In addition it is important to note that such optimization-based methods may only be feasible for
very small infrastructures and demand pools, i.e., due to high variable count intractability.
As a result further metaheuristic schemes (such as those based upon simulated annealing
and genetic algorithms) can also be investigated to provide a median approach between
optimization and adhoc heuristic strategies.
Finally, with regards to service survivability, more efficient shared protection schemes
can also be considered in order to improve the resource efficiency (and lower the cost) of
SFC demands. Further investigations can also integrate the pre-fault protection and postfault restoration mechanisms introduced in this thesis to build more robust capabilities.
Specifically post-fault restoration can be used to overcome the rare case of multiple faults
and further augment the survivability performance of single-fault protection schemes.
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Appendix A: Glossary of Terms

5G : Fifth generation
BBU : Baseband unit
CPU : Central processing unit
COTS : Commercial-off-the-shelf
DM : Delay minimization
DM-P : Delay minimization protection
DNS : Domain name service
ETSI : European Telecommunications Standards Institute
F-AP : Fog access point
FF-DM : First-fit delay minimization
FF-DM-P : First-fit delay minimization protection
FF-LM : First-fit load minimization
FF-LM : First-fit load minimization protection
ILP : Integer linear programming
IoT : Internet of things
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IP : Internet Protocol
LM : Load minimization
LM-P : Load minimization protection
MANO : Management and network orchestration
MILP : Mixed integer linear programming
MIQCP : Mixed-integer quadratically constrained program
ML : Machine learning
NAT : Network address translation
NC : Network controller
NFV : Network function virtualization
NFVI : Network function virtualization infrastructure
OTA : Over-the-air
PaaS : Platform as-a-service
PGW : Packet data gateway
QoS : Quality of service
RAN : Radio access network
RRH : Remote radio head
SDN : Software defined network
SFC : Service function chain
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SFR : Service function request
SFI : Service function instance
SGW : Servicing gateway
SRLG : Shared risk link group
TS : Tabu search
VANET : Vehicular adhoc network
VM : Virtual machine
VNE : Virtual network embedding
VNF : Virtual network function
VNFM : Virtual network function manager
WAN : Wireless local network
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Appendix B: Variable Definitions

A list of all variable definitions used in this thesis dissertation is presented.

B.1
br :

Chapter 3
Bandwidth request for request xr

ij
Bkl
: Maximum bandwidth of link eij
kl

cij :

Free available capacity of j-th fog node in Layer i

cost(xr ) : Cost of mapping request xr
Cji : Maximum resource level of j-th fog node in Layer i
dstr : Closest primary fog node to Layer 1 destination terminal
Dprc : VNF processing delays at mapped nodes
Dcom : Communication delays in vector path
eij
kl : Link between the k-th node in Layer i and l-th node in Layer j
E:

Set of network communication links

0

E : Set of pruned links with insufficient resources
fm : VNF instance
F:

Set of VNFs
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Fr : Ordered set of requested functions in service chain for request xr
G : Multi-layer graph
0

G : Temporary feasible graph
K : Number of shortest paths
Lnode : Aggregate node load
Llink : Aggregate link load
N : Set of network (fog, cloud) nodes
0

N : Set of pruned nodes with insufficient resources
nij : j-th node at Layer i
i
∆m
ij : Processing delay for running VNF fm at node nj

O(·) : Computational complexity order
Pm : Resource requirement for VNF fm
χij : Unit resource usage cost at node nij
srcr : Closest primary fog node to requesting Layer 1 source terminal
T :

Total number of different VNF types

P:

Set of path vectors (up to K in total)

ps : Individual path vector containing path nodes and links
Q:

Number of mapping combinations of VNFs on path nodes

ut : t-th combination vector
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um
t : Position of m-th VNF mapping in t-th path combination vector, ut
vt : Mapping vector of 2-tuple pairs noting mapped path nodes for each VNF
xr : Single SFC request/demand
Xin : Set of input batch SFC requests
0

X : Sorted set of batch SFC requests (ordered based on bandwidth or VNF resources)
χij : Unit resource usage cost at node nij
Φ(·) : Combination generating function
ij
Γij
kl : Unit bandwidth usage cost at link ekl

δr :
B.2

Delay bound threshold for request r

Chapter 4

L:

Path length

Q:

Set of node/link-disjoint paths for each path in P

Q1 : Number of mapping combinations of VNFs on primary path nodes
Q2 : Number of mapping combinations of VNFs on backup path nodes
ut : t-th combination vector for primary (working) path
um
t : Position of m-th VNF mapping in t-th primary path combination vector, ut
vt : Mapping vector of 2-tuple pairs noting mapped primary path nodes for each VNF
yt : t-th combination vector for backup path
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ytm : Position of m-th VNF mapping in t-th backup path combination vector, yt
wt : Mapping vector of 2-tuple pairs noting mapped backup path nodes for each VNF
B.3

Chapter 5

00

E : Set of non-failed links (after removing failed links in E)
00

G : Working graph (with failed nodes and links pruned)
00

N : Set of non-failed nodes (after removing failed nodes in N)
Xsuccess : Set of successfully-provisioned requests from input batch Xin
Xf ail : Set of failed SFC demands in Xsuccess
0

Xf ail : Ordered set of failed SFC demands in Xsuccess
Xrest : Set of successfully-restored SFC demands from Xf ail
0

x : Temporary SFC request (end-to-end or intermediate)
n− : Failed node
0

dstr : Anterior embedding node to failed node n−
0

srcr : Anterior embedding node to failed node n−
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Appendix C: Copyright Permissions

The permission below is for the use of Figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
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